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Abstract 
Texture is an important visual cue in both human and computer vision. Segmenting images into 
regions of constant texture is used in many applications. This work surveys a wide range of texture 
descriptors and segmentation methods to determine the state of the art in texture segmentation. 
Two types of texture descriptors are investigated: filter bank based methods and local descriptors. 
Filter banks deconstruct an image into several bands, each of which emphasises areas of the image 
with different properties. Textons are an adaptive histogram method which describes the distribution 
of typical feature vectors. Local descriptors calculate features from smaller neighbourhoods than 
filter banks. Some local descriptors calculate a scale for their local neighbourhood to achieve scale 
invariance. 
Both local and global segmentation methods are investigated. Local segmentation methods consider 
each pixel in isolation. Global segmentation methods penalise jagged borders or fragmented regions 
in the segmentation. Pixel labelling and border detection methods are investigated. Methods for 
measuring the accuracy of segmentation are discussed. 
Two data sets are used to test the texture segmentation algorithms. The Brodatz Album mosaics are 
composed of grayscale texture images from the Brodatz Album. The Berkeley Natural Images data 
set has 300 colour images of natural scenes. 
The tests show that, of the descriptors tested, filter bank based textons are the best texture descriptors 
for grayscale images. Local image patch textons are best for colour images. Graph cut segmentation 
is best for pixel labelling problems and edge detection with regular borders. Non-maxima suppression 
is best for edge detection with irregular borders. Factors affecting the performance of the algorithms 
are investigated. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Texture is an important visual cue in the visual systems of humans and many other animals. It is used 
to distinguish one object from another, to detect the orientation of an object and many other tasks. 
Despite this, Forsyth [13] describes texture as "a phenomenon that is widespread, easy to recognise 
and hard to define". Narrowly, texture is defined by the Oxford Dictionary as "the character of a textile 
fabric, as to its being fine, coarse, close, loose, plain, etc .. ". and the word texture comes from the Latin 
word for a weaving. Texture is generally defined as "any natural structure having an appearance or 
consistence as if woven". These definitions reveal the important attribute to a visual texture, that it is 
a repeated pattern, like a woven surface. 
A second important aspect in defining texture recognised by Forsyth [13] is that whether we call an 
area of an image a texture depends on the scale at which we are viewing the object. In Figure 1.1, the 
image of a single is not considered texture, but the image of many crosses is a textured image. This is 
true of many natural scenes: consider a leaf and a tree or single hair and a coat of fur. 
Texture is a surface phenomenon. Gibson's ecological laws of surfaces describes every surface as 
having a characteristic texture which results from surfaces being "speckled and rough" [15]. A surface 
is speckled because the substance from which it is made is seldom homogenous, and as a result a 
flat surface of the substance will have varying reflectivity which is viewed as a texture, for example 
a smoothly polished granite surface. The reflectivity is described a the Bi-directional Reflectance 
Distribution Function (BRDF), which parameterises the reflectance according the incoming direction 
of the light, the angle at which the surface is viewed and the wavelength of the light. Smooth surfaces 
are very rare in nature, and most objects have an approximately smooth stlrface with many small 
undulations when viewed at a much closer distance to the one where the texture is visible. These 
small variations change the input parameters to the BRDF, so that the reflectivity of the surface as 
seen by the viewer is not constant. An example of this sort of textured surface is a pile of stones or an 
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
+ 
Figure 1.1: A Texture mosaic created using the same primitive throughout, a cross shown in (a). The 
different texture are created by rotating the primitive in the four region on the left, and by changing 
the distribution (structured/random) and density of the primitives on the right of the image. 
orange peel. 
Surface variations and changes in reflectivity describe how texture forms, but not how it is perceived 
by humans and other animals. Pre-attentive texture is texture that can discriminated in a very short 
time without conscious effort. Tests by lulesz [19] on this type of texture suggest textons, which 
are small elements of texture that are directly detected by the visual system. These elements are the 
primitives that our visual texture perceptions is built around. He found that we are able to immediately 
distinguish several characteristics of images of these textons, such as orientation and size, and use 
them to distinguish different textures. Figure 1.1 shows a textured surface consisting entirely of one 
primitive, a cross. Despite this we are able to sense 6 different textures in the image. The textures are 
being differentiated based on orientation, structure, density and size. 
These features are detected by neurons which emphasise or suppress patterns based on frequency, 
scale and measures. We do not sense visual information in the form of a mental photograph, but 
rather we build a primal sketch [25], which collates the responses of the neurons to form a mental 
model which specifies important features of the image like blobs and bars which can be used directly 
for building a model of the environment. Marr describes how we use the texture information in the 
form of this primal sketch to sense information about the surfaces in the world. We can use properties 
of the texture, such as elongation or changes in density to infer the orientation of the surfaces towards 
us. We also use texture to discriminate between objects and use this for other computations such as 
apparent motion and stereopsis, based on the assumption that an object in one view "Yill best match 
the same object in another view. 
In the same way that animals (including humans) make use of texture both to process the images 
sensed by the eyes and then to construct a higher level mental picture of their environment, computer 
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1.1. THE TEXTURE SEGMENTATION PROBLEM 3 
vision seeks to use texture information in the images both in low-level image processing and in in-
ferring high level information about objects in the image. Such applications include any calculations 
of point correspondence such as stereo reconstruction and optical flow. In these application, objects 
have changed position and orientation relative to the camera, and so an appropriate texture measure is 
more useful than a correlation measure between images. Texture also plays an important part in any 
object recognition system, where it plays a part both in the low-level segmentation of each image into 
objects and the high-level description of those objects, and to infer non-image data about objects and 
surfaces in the image, such as chemical composition. 
1.1 The Texture Segmentation Problem 
Texture in the environment is an important visual cue used to build a model of the world surrounding 
an organism. It is an important assumption of the human visual system in describing the world, as 
described by Gibson [15] and Marr [25] . We assume that the world is made up of surfaces, and that 
these surfaces have a distinct texture that come discriminated and used processing information about 
these surfaces. This thesis focuses on discriminating one texture from another in an image and use the 
texture description to segment the image. 
This is an information processing task, taking the information in the image and producing a labelling 
corresponding to different textures. Marr describes three levels at which an information processing 
task can be understood [25]: what is the task in theoretical terms and what is the aim; how can the 
theory be implemented, in terms of algorithm and information representation; and how can the repre-
sentation and algorithm be realised physically. The focus of this work is on the second level, how can 
theory be translated in a representation and algorithm to perform the task. What is to be performed 
is well understood. We want to segment an image based on the textural information. Our model is 
assuming two things. Firstly that texture, which arises from variations in BRDF or speckledness, and 
variation in surface normal or roughness can be modelled as a flat surface with variations only in 
reflectivity. The second assumption is that for natural images, which are complex scenes at different 
distances from the camera, have textural information that is consistent across objects despite the vari-
ation in surface orientation. The algorithms consider neither the 3D geometry of the scene in each 
image nor the lighting conditions affecting the image. As a result the third and fourth assumptions are 
that all surfaces are viewed normal to the camera and that texture in the image represents the actual 
texture of the surface and is not affected by lighting. 
The actual implementation is described, but not the main aspect of study. Many implementations 
are based on the work of others. Rather comparisons between representations of texture and the algo-
rithms that use these representations for segmentation are studied with a view to choosing a description 
and process that is best for segmenting texture. 
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The main focus of this work then is to investigate the effectiveness of texture measures and segmen-
tation algorithms applied to different types of images. The problem can be divided into the following 
parts. Firstly, choosing a representation which takes the raw image data and calculates a feature vector 
to describe the appearance, with regard to texture and colour, of each pixel. There are many choices 
as to what type of representation is best, principally to dow with what changes in the appearance of 
the texture we want the representation to be invariant to. Figure l.1 illustrates how different texture 
representations can give different segmentations. Many descriptors are invariant to a rotation or scal-
ing of the texture. Such descriptors would find the top and bottom left and the top right and bottom 
middle sections of texture in the image to be the same. 
The second part is mapping each point in the high-dimensional feature space to a discrete set of labels, 
representing objects or regions of similar appearance. This is the segmentation part which processes 
texture into higher level information. 
State of the art methods of describing texture and segmenting an image will be compared and the best 
algorithm for each will be chosen. 
1.2 Overview of Layout 
The work in this thesis is divided into three parts. Part 1 reviews the state of the art in texture measure 
and segmentation. Part 2 describes the data and algorithms tested used to generate the results used to 
choose the best texture and segm ntation methods. Part 3 presents the results and conclusions. 
Part 1 consists of Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Chapter 2 introduces how texture is processed in the domain of 
digital images. Extracting certain information from an image using a filter bank and using textons as a 
simpler representation of an image to better model texture with a histogram are discussed. In Chapter 
3, local texture descriptors are investigated. Selecting a local scale for these descriptors is discussed, 
and then some widely used descriptors are presented. Chapter 4 review both pixel labelling methods 
and border detection methods are discussed. Pixel labelling methods assign a class label to each pixel. 
Border detection methods detect whether a pixel is on the border. 
Chapters 5 and 6 make up Part 2. Chapter 5 describes the data sets used to test the texture segmentation 
algorithms. Chapter 6 presents the details of these algorithms. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 are particularly 
important as these tables list all the algorithms used and which components make up whic:h algorithms. 
Chapters 7 and 8 constitute Part 3. Chapter 7 presents the results of all the algorithms and data sets, 
emphasising certain aspects of the results as they relate to the concepts discussed in Part 1. Figures 
7.1 and 7.2 are again important as the elements of the graphs of the results are numbered according 
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1.2. OVERVIEW OF LAYOUT 5 
to these tables. Chapter 8 presents the conclusions than can be drawn from the results in Chapter 7. 
These include which of the algorithms tested are best for texture segmentation and what work might 
be done in the future to improve the results further. 
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Chapter 2 
Texture Methods 
Texture is a very important part of vision systems in the natural world. It is a visual cue which allows 
animals to distinguish between objects, determine depth and shape, and form a high level model of 
their environment. The aim in computer vision is to achieve the same level of functionality in texture 
description as is found in the human visual system (HVS) . This means not only copying processes 
found in the HVS, but also applying different techniques for greater efficiency in narrow problem 
domains and to images beyond the realm of human sight. 
In computer vision and image processing, data are recorded in the form of a digital image consisting 
of pixels on a rectangular grid. Texture is experienced as a pattern repeated, either deterministically 
or stochastically, over the grid. As result, unlike colour, one grid location cannot be said to have a 
texture, rather: the pixels in a local neighbourhood of that pixel will have a pattern. Depending on the 
period of the texture, larger or smaller neighbourhoods are needed to accurately measure the statistics 
of the texture. 
The neighbourhood of the pixel, called an image patch, is effectively a point in a high-dimensional 
feature space, and has dimension equal to the number of pixels in the patch. This space is called 
the image space. We could, in practice, use this as the descriptor for our texture, but it has several 
undesirable properties. Firstly, in order to capture a texture with a large period or at high resolution, 
the vector would have to be large (20x20 pixels gives a 400-dimension feature space). Secondly, it is 
not invariant to changes in the appearance of a texture in an image, such as changes in intensity or ori-
entation, which do not affect a human's perception of the image. Consequently, such changes should 
not significantly affect the descriptor, as is the case when using the intensity or colour neighbourhood 
values. 
7 
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8 CHAPTER 2. TEXTURE METHODS 
Although the image space for either a whole image or an image patch is enormous, interesting images 
with high-level coherence, like images of the natural world, occupy only a very small part of this 
space. The set of all images of a particular texture will also be found on some manifold of the feature 
space. A manifold is a subset of an n-dimensional space that can be represented in an space with 
less than n dimensions. The task in texture characterisation is to, either explicitly or implicitly, learn 
the manifold that best describes the texture. The points in the high-dimensional image space are then 
projected on to the manifold which is parameterised by fewer parameters. 
The focus for this application is on texture segmentation, with several classes of texture to be repre-
sented in each image. This changes the optimal manifold. The best descriptor is not just one that most 
accurately describes all texture present, but the one that best differentiates different classes of texture 
so that an accurate segmentation or classification can be performed. 
An obvious starting point in a survey of texture descriptors would be to approach the problem from 
a purely pattern recognition perspective. We have a multi-class data set with high dimensionality 
descriptors. A dimensionality reduction algorithm can be used to reduce the number features in the 
descriptor, and also produce features which capture the variability of the texture. Dimensionality re-
duction has been an area of active research for a long time so there are many algorithms available 
for this purpose [6]. Popular algorithms include Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Multi-
Dimensional Scaling (MDS). The problem is that the raw image patches contain features which mean-
ingfully describe the texture as well as lot of data which does not differentiate textures in an image, 
which should not be presented for use by a segmentation algorithm. 
There are many varieties of texture features and descriptors. For segmentation, only measures that can 
be calculated on a small image patch are worth considering. The discussion of texture is structured 
as follows. Section 2.1 looks at types of filter banks commonly used. Section 2.2 looks at using 
histograms to describe texture, including textons. 
2.1 Filter Banks 
Filter Banks are a widely used first step for many problems in computer vision. A filter bank is an 
array of filter kernels which are convolved with an image in order to emphasise or detect certain pat-
terns in an image and to suppress others, so that only the relevant information is present. A linear, 
shift-invariant filter calculates a new value for pixel in the image based on the pixels its local neigh-
bourhood [14J. The pixels in the neighbourhood are weighted by an array of values calied the filter 
kernel and summed. The pairing of pixels and weights is determined by the position of a pixel in 
the neighbourhood relative to the central pixel. The relative position is the same for all pixels, which 
gives the filter the property of shift-invariance, and the weighted sum is a linear combination of the 
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10 CHAPTER 2. TEXTURE METHODS 
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Figure 2.2: The textured image from Chapter 1 and the filter response image after calculating the 
cross-correlation between the cross primitive and the image. 
widely researched. Filters used in this work are of the second type as the texture in most images does 
not contain repeated templates. 
The size of a filter kernel, from here on called a filter, is important in determining what pattern will 
be detected. A filter that is too small will result in large scale texture information being lost. Also, if 
one considers the intensity at a pixel to be random variable generated by an underlying distribution 
which models the texture, we need to sample enough values to be able to know which distribution, and 
thus which texture, the pixel is from. Conversely, a large neighbourhood sacrifices accurate boundary 
localisation. This is because at the boundary, the window will be a mixture of classes, and the larger 
the window, the larger the area of uncertainty becomes. 
Most images have many features that must be detected. Each filter will respond to one type of feature 
in the image, so to detect many features, several kernels must be applied to the image. Using Figure 
2.2 as an example, in order to get strong responses from the areas where the cross is rotated, a different 
kernel will have to be used. Using responses from several filter kernels will more accurately describe 
the texture. This array of filter kernels is called a filter bank. Applying a filter bank to an image 
produces a stack of filter response images. The responses for each pixel are grouped together to form 
a feature vector, which is used as the descriptor for that pixel. 
Designing a filter bank and deciding which features to emphasis and which to suppress is an important 
task. Filter kernels for texture segmentation should contain filters to detect many features so that 
textures can be easily differentiated. A trade off in designing such filters is the descriptive power 
to differentiate many textures versus invariance to changes in the texture we want the filter bank to 
ignore. These may include a rescaling or rotation of the texture. In that case we would choose a 
filter bank that is invariant to a change in orientation, though now less information about the texture 
is available for segmentation. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.3, where the filter response is 
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2.1. FILTER BANKS 11 
Figure 2.3: A filter response image that combines the output of several variations of the cross primitive 
kernel to obtain a response invariant to changes in rotation and scale of the primitive. This information 
is now more difficult to use for segmentation as the filter does not respond differently to the different 
areas. 
invariant to changes in rotation and scaling of the primitive. A comprehensive review of filter banks 
for texture was done by Randen and HusliSy [30]. After reviewing a number of the filters presented 
there and in other works, a few filters have been chosen for their simplicity and descriptive power. 
Four filter banks will now be discussed. 
2.1.1 RinglWedge Filter Bank 
The first filter bank is called the Fourier RinglWedge filter bank and it consists of several ring and 
wedge filters shown in Figure 2.4 [I]. Each filter is the spatial representation of a ring or a wedge in 
the spatial frequency domain. The rings are standard band pass filters, while the wedge filters extract 
features at particular orientations. The intersection of a particular ring and wedge will respond to 
texture of a certain scale and orientation. Separate filters can be constructed from just the rings or 
just the wedges. The former will respond to varying scale texture and the latter to differently oriented 
texture. 
The band pass filters are similar to the pyramid or multi-resolution approaches to texture modelling, 
where the image is low pass filtered repeatedly. This produces a coarser version of the image, which 
is down-sampled to produce a smaller image. By repeating this step on the output of the previous step, 
a pyramid is produced. Repeated smoothing using a low pass filter is widely used [12]. 
If only the residuals (the original image minus the filtered image) are used, the representation is less 
redundant, with each layer of the pyramid representing texture energy at a certain scale. Scaled up 
in size to same size as the original, each layer would be similar to a the output of a band pass filter. 
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CTlAI'TER 2. TEXTUI{F METHOIJS 
l'Jgwe 2.4 'lhe R;n2,fW(;()g~, nller n'JI\~, TIle first Jnd tilird ro,,", ar. Ule rilIer kernel" ,md Ihe 
","or,d "",I tour'" TOW' 'JI-e the f,)uric[ Tran'(,)fm, 01 lIw ~crr",l" 'howing II,., ring' and w_dges in 
r"que nl"y'pace. 
Ix,po.:r\dli\g on tl" requimnenls. (he lilter l"'" be roi'Hiun ,"",ili,,""- ;nvari,,,,l. TnYc";,,nc" Ow, Ix: 
_..:h ,"' ed by 0< ~,.j rlg rl,. output tWnl Ihe r()(aliu<l >en;",' by the magm lud~ of T~,p()n"', 
1.1.2 Gabor Filtrr Bank 
n" ,ecc>"d io the U"bur fill er bank. showll in Figur<: 2.\ which "I", 1',,[t[[1<),>< Ih. freqlle ,"'y 'pace. but 
JUon,. pref.r it due to ii, link>; wilh Ihe ""man ,-"",,1 s)"",m (llVS) r91_ Tn lhe spatial-frequency do-
main, th. PO" er 'peelrum j, .' Gal",i ,., c'cn!t'n:d ,)n " 1,,,,1icubJr f ''''1"'' r>ey and orientJtion ]no;juimed 
hy a coo; "", Of{,n jmte,~1 uf 'p,,,,;ng hiler> ev-enl y ll",)ugh,)u! the frcquc,>;:y domJi n, the j)()SLtlOn of 
each ftlt.f will be determined b) Ihe cunknl or lh~ lmage, The plac.n.,.,nt CJ" k d,umll!le,1 either 
foe .Jell image. or le,,,ne,1 fl.-" ola" of imag~" A GallOO fill., bank can be designed roc" 'I""'ilic 
p,oolem [9].E",·h tiller in a (;"oor liller b"n I: " a (;"",,ia" mc.ctlfi.d ,i ""'>OLd, wnh a tiite, kerne l in 
the ,potial dumain given hy h,uali,)n 2.1 [:lRJ 
, , 
h(,,. Yl - ";,c.,,',;,,-.,, cxp(Z 
(2.1) 
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2,1. FIlTER R\,'iKS 
!lI.I;QIi@i§ 
II f:U:~ ~ 
wher. ,,_, and <Y, .. conrrol the "'rr-ort of the fi It.r in the x "noj y ,Iiredioll', ). 'peuhe, the r"4 ""m', ,,[ 
the e,-,,;i,)(' thot m",lulote, the G,1u«;an "'HI {i <ktern1ille' tl'" ,~ie"tatl('" ,,( lilt" l-rlL<"! In Il~u,e 2, ~ ,~, 
"HI ,~, ,,,,,I A Il)e1'.",e dowIl'''iU'Js ""oj I) "m',., i",,"ldt to Ilglrt 
2.1.-' Mll~jmlllll It'''pOflst' ~'iltcTh 
Varma ami Z,,,crm.1n ,,,,..,hle that the m.1"""ULn r."fIO"'. ("tR) hlt.r b""k ~"'e, Ib<" bh.{ a(u.'ar::y 
for toxturc cld~,itic"lion [3 __ ] ,"<I U'" thIS filter ballk ill "'ock Oil t.,torb [2-1,36], TIl'" filter bank b 
al", useJ i" , .,-.J i, J.,ig,'C<1 both to be r""t;on i"v.,ri,"t ,n<1 to ha'e a ,n1aU mlLnbe, off.otu,.." It 
cI""i", of an "".n '~'L1lmetrie .d~. filter ,nd all ",hi 'ymLnerric bar filt.r at , ,,v.ral ortematiolls ",HI 
_,cales, ," woll '"' a{iau~,ian .. nJ, I,"pia.::i," of Gau,,;,n, a, <h""'11 in Fi~ure 2,6, 11",r. ,K" tlu'." 
,cales alLli six mion"t;o", 1m "aoh "J~" an<1 bm' Iilt.r wh;eh wl",n c","b,n.d with 1he two Ga,",,,,n 
hlk", gi"'" a '0,,1 of ,% mlalloll ;""<;",. filt.r, '11", im,,!:. " filte",<1 with all of th.se filters, but 
ror ~adL ,,'"Ic, IKlly OlLO of tho ,ix [C'P'K1'"'' fmm the <I, ,l.rentl)' ",'i.nt.,1 filt" r- i, ,.I.ct.d, F~, .xh 
PIxel, lI,e (JJlentatilKl wl,iel, gwcs tho rrux,mum r",po",. rcpr.sell" tile .,I~" or bm m thot ",.,Ie. 111i, 
~I\'e, 6 f<"atlll,,"' ]IX- ,,"ch p"cl, ", wlriclr lhc T"""m,c ", lhe two (iau"ian tilt.r, i, "pp"nded, 11,U' 
eb.,« ... " 8 k"tu"" Irum lhe IlXUlllLum r""","s" lilLer h .. nl:_ 
2.1.-1 Berkeley Quadrature Pair Filter Rank 
O<\<I an<1 .".11 'yn1Lnc~lC fillt' ... a{ Ill"lt;pl~ ,uLIes ,,"d or'~lLlali(HI.' is ai,,, lI,o h",i, I'm Ie.:.: Ill'e, h .. "k 
WhLCh "'ill be rel.,.",1 to '" (he Be,kele), Quadrat"Te III] ,I.,.,'" lllFiglire Z,7 Here, (he c.en lilh;, 
.. 'OCOlLJ Jeri"a,ivo Ciau~,ia" and tho ",\<I SYLlll11.trie filt.1' i, the Hilbel t tr""sIOrLn 01 the e'en filter 
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CHAYjIi":!, lfi.\lURIiMET1IODS 
FiglL"" Z_6: J he MaximuJll Re'l~m"" Filt~r !lank 
, 
/ 
, 
Many "ari"lions 01 11,..," nlter bonks '" l11eh ho\'e be~n e'pimcJ by rc,oarchtt,_ Filte,-, wLlh par!1,,,lal 
I11"Lh"Tn"lic.tl or ,ig"ai l"'C>cer.."ng PI'"I""rlies "'" oft"n ,ic<cribcJ ",,,j HnplelLl~n!<"<1 by r",~a[d,...-s 
"lLh a bad:ground in th't p,ru,,,b,- a[~,a. Fundamonlall), Ihe "'Tn 01 ,II lJIt'r b,uLb LC.,ffi ll\ describing 
loxturo is tu r",po[od unl) {o {he eLJergy il {I", fre,qLl<',noy d(~Tlain liral corrrqlOn,J., to dis" LLlllllOtlllg 
{extu,c m(>rmatlon, J hl> [,"quJr., ',rlDugh filter, '" 1haltk rcspo"s~ discrimi"a", l><'L"' .... n differen! 
10Xluro" blll f~w ~n",'gh numr".,r that th<" ,«uiting <l<,scli plio" gCTK'roiise, well "[od member< of {he 
'"11" cia" ha,,~ slll~lar filler res!'''L1'''- 'eelor, 
2.2 Textolls 
le,"orIS "," 10<:,1 te~"H~, kill("" ill "n il1~'g~, Te,lon, w~rc originally j"trOOoc<"<lln In,. eOLltex{ 
uf !<"xture dL>Clm~""tjon in the hum"" visual Sy,l<OlLl <HV~) : 191, wMre J "I~;;l <mr(),hrced {extr>!l,' 
a, loco! feature, that are u,oJ hy lir" HVS in p<~-aLL~"t!"~ {e,t,~e dlsc[!",ma1<"n He fouoo Ihal 
h(1I1~,"S """n(~ ",'c al{e"lil'.ly JrSmminille {"'''lteS that ha"e ideLlIio,1 lir" "00 ,'oconJ uro", "aLiM"" 
(11),'"n and ,",i",K:~ of 1 "ten.'H!~') ""Ie" there are ioc"lIy di;" Llgui,h"hk Ie"luro" H~ ,uue>L~d thot 
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2.2. TEXTONS 15 
humans must have neurons which detect local texture features, and called these patterns textons. This 
focused more on the perception of texture, and did not define how the concept might be extended so 
that it would be useful to researchers in computer vision. An algorithm for using textons in texture 
discrimination was developed later. 
A texton is a special case of a signature and are sometimes called "generic descriptors" [32,34,39J. In 
many classification tasks, a histogram of points in a feature space is desirable. In a high dimensional 
space this histogram can be very sparse, causing unpredictable results in some comparison methods. 
Also, bins should be smaller in areas where the data is more dense, to give more information about 
the distribution. Rather than bin the space in a uniform manner as is typical in histograms, signatures 
can be used. These signatures represent typical values for data in the space. They will be dense 
where most of the data is located, and absent where data is sparse and uninformative. A histogram 
can be calculated using the signatures rather than the raw data, and used in consequent classification 
or segmentation. 
No spatial information is explicitly used at this stage. This is important because with textons adjacent 
pixels in areas of homogenous texture are no more likely than any other pixels to have the same filter 
response. The use of a filter bank imposes some smoothness, but neighbouring pixels often have 
different responses and will be better represented by different textons. 
There is a dual relationship between the texton approach and the histogram approach [37]. It is shown 
that the use of textons is in fact equivalent to a histogram where the bins are Voronoi polygons (or 
regions in general) surrounding the textons in feature space. Thus signatures amount to adaptive 
binning histograms. A normal histogram can also be implemented in the texton framework by having 
a texton at the centre of each bin. This is illustrated in Figure 2.8. 
(I) 
o Haiogram Bin 
+ To:..1>on 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
(1:1) 
Figure 2.8: Comparison between histograms and textons in feature space [37]. In (a), the Voronoi 
polygon enclosing each texton represents the histogram bin corresponding to that texton. In (b), a 
regular grid of histogram bins is shown, with the dot in the middle of each'representing that bin's 
equivalent texton. 
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C/ /'\/'Tf~;o 11-,,\ ',I "Rr ,\IITIIODS 
2.2. 1 Ih lon J)iclion:lr~ 
.\ ,,,',," i \ a "gnawre rl'rr~"'T1""g L~~lu,~ ,,,formati(,,, ", " ir"l1n~ '1"""-' il cha,."",efJ~'i a 11<>0,,0 .. nl 
nil.,. rt,,,,,,, ... to" r~g"lT1 Ln "" lln.g. A du'tering "'!,""Ihm. 1.')1h, .II), K- rl"'''''' "r ~nc.,1 ,,. ,,","U 
"""'. " "' .... 1 tn ,'"k"l.k 'ho: I(\( •• n<. All {he fnl,'n. ""d h' <le« riO. II., ,'""<'''' "'~ ._,lIe'<l ~ I.'" .. , 
d"',,o, .. u, 
"I''''' r'C'I.I, vl "I'Pl)·,n~ .. ,h"l(ron~ "'~"nrhm 10 a ,,-1.of riht, Ie.""" ... :, IS Ih~l ~"'h p"d ",11 hrl,,~ 
h' u (h,"n ."11,,,1 a Int,m ,h"OUl(l " ", an~~ lOr .-iu,1f> .... rure' ,. ":l)kd ~ le,I.~L ""li"J).I(Y TJor 
If""'" "'e II", du,'~" ,'entr(, fn' ~'~'h ,Il 'nnd. hut e.,,1> d~;n'l<'l ~an to: 'rl'n"",nl~" .,",'h" .• II~, 1'h" 
" ,,,h,n,"d II}' mvcr' , "~ 11", filt er Cl'>fttl , 'en i m"lll' a",' "Pl'i)'mg Lt (~ the Ii Ikr T~'f"lT1'C ,,,,,I, 'I , I'i,m. 
'.'1 ,)X'W., tile f.,.~,~"r.tjOrl or J tn'«, ~,"no' '''' y "',,' t" til( ,mag •. 
rilll C ' ' .0 , 
aCIil 011 
• 1111 
. (1 • , B:I , " 
• ~[QJGI 0 
Tex'~n ~KI"m""e' ma)' t>e 'I>I:CI I", '''" umw".l A dic"~nar)' " ,n I .. ""kulal~d u""S ~<,,"h new mHl g~ 
I~ be ~l1mo.:nled '" II", i" put, but Ih"" nol ,bir.bl. '1> It 'I 1>ocl1 ,""fI",i~nt aod g.L\'~' 11l<:~,,,,,'" nl 
1~"OO ,,"'gn ,,-.,nL It .. bnl «J I>.olld " In "-' d'ctional)' t<'I>«l ,," • !.W ,.ml~C M .l1llges th>l 
"'( .mul.,~' It><"" 10 h.: «:s ...... med Of d~~,Ii"" , TI.e'~ k XlOOI are "pl'.i~"blc ... m ... Ih.,. d;lS, o! 
,~e,. ,~""m. ... '1 number ... f 1t\1OO3 ,,<'on'cXl dependant. ;IS In an" du,lcnnlllomhlc .... .nd mal 
.old en"r ",- ",TTl< "'>oiL,l' .... 1 ....... 1)>1. rmy 1>.: "",-·M.l 10 r,nd ~ $lIJ'ahie nurn"'-..-, TC'!ln, tr) 'larun 
el.~1 1111 'U!!Jl, ... I' 1»0 fUldelme. Iur ~"'~"mg lhc nwntltr <.of le,h),,>: " "fmcToilI '(~lOIl dlcll00'''J 
reQ""'" "pprmim.,dy lI",'e ,)I; man), lew"" ., an ,m.;g~·'])eI:'h' d""i,m.r)', "",I the ""mbeJ "t 
le\tu n. ,1\<,:1'''''"0 hncarly w,lh Ihe >lle "r the n~lghho ll"","-)(II",ed In ""ku l '~mg luton 1" 'I"g,,,m,. 
2.2,2 'lhtOl1 Uc. .... ·r il'lOr 
TIle I(\"m .l:s<n,)lOr f> a ho;''''g'.m "f \J:k: I~'lon" ~"he, In 11>0: .. .",;., ''''''Fe, for d~"",n".u"n. '" 
In ~ PI.d', n"'fhooUJoood, t." ..,gTTl<"la"on. A h"t ... ~n'm ""m"",,~on mtlhod " u.ed IU me~""e 
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22 TI-'X/O,"'S 
FigUT~ 2.1 0: A ",non IobellcJ image, and tile te>1011 hi,togn,m, 01" ""ch cia" ovcriaid 011 the origLnal 
lIllage_ 
which da" i. do,",,!' rigure 2. 10 ,hoI'.' a map o[ til<; t,xwn label' applied tu a mo.aic o[ images 
li-nm LIx; llH"bu. album :'-Iext (0 il is tile origin.llmage with [he "'W>!l hi,wgmms for nw 1"-,1111' In 
t)o, image, TOughly the P'-,Lll1 III the middle or ".ch hi'togmm, ,ul"'rimP'">ed !Wer Lito imago to show 
the dLtTcrcncc> l>ctwc<;n typical hi,wgrom. for e;!Ch cb", 
The III ,toWaIn may be caicula",d in Illllily w.Y" In ,mage da"ibcmiun algori,hm, [37], (he hi,togram 
i, ~abllated for the woo]., image, iIl >egmCllL"li.,n it j, lllor, approl"""t, to ""lcul"te a hi.,togr.nn ror 
ea<:i\ 10(",1 neighlx".-h<><xj Char",,,,,istic hi'toj'T.m, tor "",10 cia" by dustering the hi,tognlln, [or 
lito pi"els in [hm clas, l32J_ 
Ille hi.Logralll of text on, i, 'imilar LIl "-lTIlC W"J' LO Gr ay«ale Co-occurreDce M"tri~e' (GSCOM) Ill. 
GSCOM, mea,u,e tllO ]r"4lJCllCY WiLh which pairs of gr"Jbcl, occur adja,"nt to or., "",,(her, 'ille 
\cxum im ... g~ j,; ]i~e a gray>calc irr,'ge wlth ,,_, [lliny gray ],wls a, [extum. Ille !eXtOIl h;,togram only 
measlll'e what textor" "ccur ill the kx'al l",ighhourhood, whde GSCOM al,o <ie:;crib", 1)0, rel,""'e 
1".->siLion, or the [extoll, in the ,mage I--or scgJl"'ntation, tile GSCOM will I:x; v~ry 'parse <iue to 
the ,d,,";-cly ,mall nllmber of pixel in " loe,,] ""rghbomhoo<i, Thi, ,edoce, LIx; cfkcti"",,,,,, of tl., 
GSCO"'l. 
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18 CHAPTER 2. TEXTURE METHODS 
2.2.3 Textons for Segmentation 
The general framework for segmentation using textons, can be described as follows. The input to the 
algorithm is a feature vector for each pixel. This usually obtained as the output of a filter bank, though 
any series of representations of the image can be used to form feature vectors. The first training step 
is to cluster the training data, in the form of feature vectors. The cluster centres form the texton 
dictionary , which is the first part of the texture model. Each pixel in the training images is labelled 
according to which cluster centre it is closest to. For each class, a histogram or histograms of textons 
is calculated. The distribution of textons can be calculated globally for all pixels in the training set 
(referred to as One Histogram per Class) or several histograms or "spatial frequency clusters" can be 
used [32] (referred to as Multiple Histograms per Class). This involves computing a texton histogram 
for each pixel and clustering, instead of global computation. These then form a training set which can 
be clustered to find the dominant texton distributions for that class. The histograms found this way 
are the second part of the texture model. The textons and the histograms for each class together are 
the complete description of the texture in the training data. 
When presented with a new image to segment, the feature vectors are first extracted, and then each 
pixel is labelled according to the closest texton in the texton dictionary. A histogram is calculated for 
each point and compared to the histograms for each class. The class with the best match is the label 
assigned to that pixel. 
2.2.4 3D Textons 
Much research has been done recently in the area 3D textons [21,34]. 3D texture techniques aim to 
classify the texture of a surface independent of viewpoint and lighting conditions. This is done by 
including images of the texture from many viewpoints and under many lighting conditions. There is 
a model (textons and histograms) for each set of conditions. The assumption in this work is that the 
viewpoint and lighting are fixed and that 3D geometry is not considered. 
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Chapter 3 
Local Texture Features 
II l'uT\(I""lCnt,,1 properly of [eXm,. i, sc"le. A good example is" tree. At Gne level. there are le~ve, 
,,00 bark. tben "~)mi[lg out ,ucce"'lVciy.,, l,.-anch, ~ lr""." i,)Cc,! "uri .", ll1L. At ",~;h ,bgc lOC '"Xl'''" 
Qr the lm"l:e i, diff,,,,,nl. Th. held of sunfio"'ers in Figure ,1 I J.mommu~, [his. We con 'ee d,., 
'field of 11"",,[, [e"Ule " the '~ll'" ort U", lOP .iLU !k !" tlo]n llt Ihe "noge, but ort " difk,.-wt ""Ie 
)'h(r [25J ,Ie",,-ibes huw sud> change' in scole are uSed in [1\" HVS to detee! su,foce., En oullmage, 
"jIm re~l or l"rcolVed, and 10 .,,1 on ''-'[>Ill l'<,.,",'pllOU 
Figure 3 j Thi, field of ,unDllwers de",on,lmte, hllW Change in ,collc j, u<;cJ by hu",,,,,, to deleel 
,urf,,,,. QIienwlIOll. Tn. "a'" of the ,unfiQ"'e, lexture" ,m"lkr at 11", top of til" illl"g~ comparM 10 
lile 1~)llom. ,ugg"",[lg" ,ur",," "'hose "onn;ll i, f'JiLlied up ;'fid lo",.,d, the ,'ie"'eT. 
To comp~Te 'C.(UTC' """",lely we !",ea 10 l1.ve ,omc IIlC'''UTC of (he ",,,Ie 01' le,~ure ill Ihe il1l.gc. 
and calculate t~xtur~ de,cIlptor, iltlhilt ,cale, ,;", ,exlUre i, only lll~ilSurable over" region of an image 
n,~her (1"",.1 e:>eh p"el, IheTc i.,,, ,,,,Ie p;H;'mcicT ill every (c.luTC .lgOTilhm. In Ihc ~e'~()lL ;llgori~I1Hl, 
,,,,Ie i, r<p,.""Jlled in two ways: bi t~ , ize of t~ filten inlhe filler b"nl. "nd inl~ re,p0no es 10 
nile" IhaL Te'puna 10 dilrCTcn~ 'I)alial l're4ucncie" Olher nun-hiler ~pprG""l1e' ~I,o need a ,"m" of 
>cale in 0l\1<r for t~ l""ilSur~S to ~'t de,cribe the texture. 
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("HM'rm? 3, LOCAL TEXTURE FEAIURES 
To accurmdy match ["xtur" ue"'npLn" '" all """'S, including where th< lexfllre i., af ditfere"l scaleo, 
the 'C-"'"' of the lexfme currently being """Iy",d n"cJ, In he ""~'Urcu '11", IIlIage " rcpl'e"'ntcJ at 
mill') scab 11\ ""ale ,pace. Scak spa,-," a JI) rern,,,nlalioo of fhe image, wllh Ihe Ihird <lnocn,in" 
oo\ng the scale, Each billid i, a derivmiy" ha",d 'l-.e",Uj~ wh,ch vari., with scale ca lculated for each 
point "' fh" lTTw),lc. I'h" "",M i, Y~ricd 1>)' H''"gratlT'g \,rr",,~llI[lg In pn'c,""e) Oye, group, of pixel tn 
calculate pixel ha",d m,,,",,,,e,. The ",ale '" which extrema in Ihe <krivatiw ha""d ,l-.easure across 
,calc ,,,,our In 'cal. 'p"ce r"lln"."laUnn " Ihe 'cal. of tl .. lTTl"t'" at 11"" pOlnl Scale defec"on " 
discll,,,,d m S"ct;DII .1 I. The local de",rirtof "then caiculoteJ at that >calc, fhe >cale de[ennin in),l 
."'a or llltq:nlion. in ctfeel the Tadiu, of the "l"-".}thong kernel, I.""al <lc,orip4on; are '""C,f'gOl"d in 
Sectin[l .1.2. 
3.1 Scale Space 
Scale Space i, an image represcnl,~ion which e"able, rhe e,riwalion of " ,calc "",,,'UTe for e"ch po,nl 
'fl an lTTwl."'. '11.., "'on" fo al",a)" ,akLJiale ",xmrc u"''''''pt,,,, m the c,"''''Cf ,,,,ak: which m.:tk", ,orr 
de>criplDr mvatiant fa change, in ,;cale. 
3.1.1 SIFT Scale Space 
-.-~ 
• 
• 
i. 
• 
Hgure J.L A patch oftextur", Th. dol ,how,,, pi<el "h""" He,,""" !.btrix ha, been ,,,lcu lme d t'o< a 
mllg~ of scale" 1be graph sl",,,,, [he Lktermim.u Df fbe H.ssian Malri < acro~, ""are,. 
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3.1. SCALESPACE 21 
Lindeberg [22] uses a scale space image representation to estimate the scale of the image. Every 
location in a scale space representation contains information not only related to the corresponding 
image location but also to a surrounding region, the size of which is specified by the scale parameter. 
Effectively, the scale representation is the output of a bank of low pass filters. Equation 3.1 is the 
formal definition of a scale space representation: 
S(x, y, t) = g(x, y, t) * im(x, y) (3.1) 
where t is the scale parameter, g(x, y, t) is the bank of Gaussian filters and im(x, y) is the input image. 
The use of Gaussian filters is essential in the formulation of scale space. These correspond to specific 
cells in the Mammalian vision system which are equivalent to Gaussian derivative filters [22]. 
Once we have formed a scale space representation, we can use it to select a scale at each pixel in the 
image. A pixel scale, S(x, y, t), represents an the values in a t-sized region around the (x, y) pixel 
location. Lindberg [22], calculates derivative-based statistics at each location. The scale at a point in 
the image is the value of the scale parameter t at the maximum of these statistics. 
A typical feature is the trace or determinant of the Hessian Matrix. The Hessian Matrix is a 2 x 2 
matrix in this case. The top left and bottom right elements are the squares of the first difference in the 
x and y directions, while the other two elements are the product of the differences. The exact number 
of the response at each pixel is not important: we only want the t corresponding to the maximum 
response. In Figure 3.2, we can see that the maximum occurs at approximately t = 5. 
The problem is that response curves with this form only occur at some points in the image: responses 
for other pixels show a maximum either at the smallest possible scale, or increase with scale up to the 
largest scale tested. This suggests that reliable scale measurement is only possible at certain locations 
in the texture pattern. 
3.1.2 Blobworld Scale Selection 
The Blobworld representation employs another scale selection method [7]. This method tries to de-
termine the period of the texture by detecting when the pattern repeats itself. The method starts with 
a scale space representation, then calculates a feature called Polarity.at each scale. This feature mea-
sures what percentage of surrounding pixels have gradients in agreement with the central pixel. The 
difference across scales is used to determine the scale parameter. As the window size increases, more 
pixels will have conflicting gradients, so the polarity decreases. When the window size exceeds the 
period of the pattern, no new gradients are included, and the polarity measure stabilises. The scale 
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22 CHAPTER 3. LOCAL TEXTURE FEATURES 
where the difference across scale is less than some threshold is the chosen scale for that pixel. Polarity 
as a feature is discussed further in the Section 3.2. 
Scale Space methods give a scale for each pixel in the image. The next step is to calculate a descriptor 
for the texture at each point at the scale calculated. As mentioned, a problem encountered in testing 
these methods is that a consistent scale measure is hard to achieve. For an area of consistent texture, 
the scale measure should be constant. Variations in the pattern prevent this. As a result, only certain 
pixels will give a meaningful result. Thus many algorithms select points where the scale measure is 
stable and use only these points [22,23]. This is useful in applications such as stereo or optical flow 
where point correspondences are sought, but in segmentation, every point must be considered. 
3.2 Local Descriptors 
In the texton approach to texture analysis, the starting point for any algorithm is a bank of filters 
applied to the input image. A local descriptor algorithm starts with an operation on the 4-connected or 
8-conected neighbourhood around a pixel and then integrates the results across a window of a certain 
size. The size of the window is calculated by a scale selection algorithm, and thus the two are usually 
linked. Mikolajczyk and Schmid [26] analyse the performance of a number of local descriptors and a 
few of these will be discussed in more detail. 
3.2.1 Blobworld Descriptor 
The Blobworld descriptor is part of the algorithm from for the Blobworld image retrieval system [7]. 
Section 3.1.2 introduced polarity, used to determine scale, which is elaborated upon in this section. 
The Blobworld features are based on the eigenvalues of the second moment matrix (SMM) for each 
pixel. The SMM is similar to the Hessian Matrix in this case. The first feature is polarity, which is 
used to measure the scale of the texture in an image. The polarity is given by: 
[E+ -E_] 
P(1 = [E+ + E-J 
E+ = L G(1(x, y)[\7 I· n]+ 
x,y 
E_ = LG(1(x,y)[\7I.n]-
x,y 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
where [.]+ is the positive rectified part of the argument, f~ is a vector perpendicular to argument of 
the dominant eigenvector and \71 is the image gradient at that point. The quantity Ga(x, y) is the 
Gaussian filter which integrates the gradients over scale (J. Varying (J (which is equivalent to varying 
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Figure 3.4: Til<- SIFT <ie>criptor, 'I he wind"", around Ik pi,.1 i, diviu.,d into "i",ent" and then a 
ImlCJgmm "I m.. gn.dient dire,'[i,)O\s [or each i, caiculal,d, ", rcpr~"'nted by the arrow, af varying 
leng[hs 
me">l"~s the directi,)O\ality at a IXlinl, If \, i, ,mall e""'p"mlto \" then there is a ,ttUng i".d,enl 
direc[iun and Ih"" i, >!mng dir<>etionali[y. Comparable value. ir><licale an ~dge or no dire':tion infor-
"'>lion.:;o [he rat io of 11" valu, I,ad, W lk ani'''tmp), reature, Til<- contrast measure increa",,, will, 
Ik "'m or the ~igen'·al"e,. and w cmrespo.)O\d. to [he amounl or e b ang~ in inl,n.ily in dx; tlOighlxnor-
hoc<! of the pixd Figure 1,:, ,I~,\-\', the oontra't, ani,an'apy and pobrity of a typical image l'he,e 
tbr"" (b;<:ripHlr:<, oak"iat~d at a >eale 0 , .re u",d to characterise Ibe [(;<Illt, in tlx; image 
3.2.2 SIFT Descripto l-
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ullag, 12:1 I. '11", ,c" ie parameler i, calculat.d Ii-"m lhe ",al~ 'pao" r~p,e"'nt>ljon and <letermine, the 
,il~ of lh. window of a)l"rmion arollnd each pix.1. Th. de,wl)mr i[",11 I., a histoiram of tb" gr",lL,nt, 
around 11." p"d, '11," windJw i, divided inw" numb .. I or '''g",enl" "nd a hi'togI"m or the g",di~nt 
direotian in each .egmem i, calculaled, Thu, [he ,ize of tho c:i;scriptflr i., ., x d, I',I[(;re " i. [I", number 
01 '"gmen" and d i, lhe number of dir",:tional bin, 1"" hi'tDgram. 
)'-Ian), v",iatian, of SIFT have been j>lDpo.'>ed, The SIFT <ie>criptor [ends to have hlgh din",n,iooa l ity, 
"nd ,0 i, a c"ndidal, fur Pnncipal Comp'>Il,nl Ana ly'" (peA) "nd r~ I "[(;d tcehni4~' l20Jj, Inslcad 
af first colcllbting a hi'togram. the gl'adi~m' for eoch pi""i1l in the wind.,.,'! rue Cflnca",nated to Corm 
"very high di",ension rCmUT~ "~Ol"f, Thc'.e f,"lUre 'wtor> lrum" number or,ile,"re PUl into" dm. 
matrix, and PC A is I",rf,)r"",d on the covariance matrix af 11"" data, TIle lop n eigenY",tors a1'e fi>en 
,,'ed to pruje<.'t "'e dat" inw.n ll_dim"nsi,wla l ,uh,p",,". 
Gradient Lx'atian and Ori~ntation Hiswb'ram r,UI DH) i, a SIFT "an anI lh"l u,e, a log-polar 'y'lem 
to divide d>e w",dow imu "'i"",nts, rafi>er than a cartesian grid [26J. A histoiram i, calclll>led 
for eoch '~gmo:;nt, and lhe hi,log,"'''' ,wlCOienaled to lonn lh, k"lurC WUO'. PCA 1S ~"'''' on th, 
r,,"ul[ing data to ro:lllC~ di"",n,Jonaiity, 
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3.2. LOCAL DESCRIPTORS 25 
A technique for describing shapes can also be applied to texture [2]. Shape Context includes only 
edges in the histogram, rather than gradients of all points in the neighbourhood window. Edges are 
extracted using the Canny edge detector. Edges are binned according to orientation and location in 
the window, on a log-polar grid. Each edge's contribution to the histogram is weighted according 
to the magnitude of its gradient. This was used for matching shapes of silhouettes, but can also be 
used as a texture feature. Most SIFf type features use image gradient as the base feature for the 
descriptors. Spin Images use image intensities in the same way that SIFf uses gradient orientation. 
The neighbourhood window is segmented on a grid, and a histogram of intensities for each segment 
is calculated. 
Mikolajczyk and Schmid tested local descriptors performance for point correspondence [26]. An 
image was transformed in some way, for example rotated and rescaled, and points in the original were 
matched to points in the transformed image. In this testing, the SIFf and GLOH features were found 
to perform best. 
3.2.3 Local Binary Patterns 
An alternative local descriptor is the local binary patterns (LBPs) [33]. LBPs describe texture in 
terms of the intensity of surrounding pixels relative to the centre pixel. The 8-connected pixels around 
each pixel in the image are labelled 1 or 0 depending if they are greater or less than the pixel they 
are connected to. As only relative grayscale values are part of the descriptor, grayscale invariance 
is achieved. The LBP concept is similar to texton in the way it models texture as a distribution 
of standard patterns. The patterns LBPs use are on a much smaller scale, using only the directly 
connected neighbourhood of each pixel, and only binary information for each pixel. As a result there 
is finite number of patterns. The eight binary values form a binary number, so that each pixel in the 
image is labelled with a number from 0 to 255, which is the label of that binary pattern. 
The texture of an image or a region in the image is then specified by the distribution of these patterns 
in an image, or a window in the image in the case of segmentation. The distribution is represented by 
a histogram. For segmentation, 255 bins is often too many and the resulting histogram will be quite 
sparse. 
The problem of sparse histograms is solved by using only those pattern that are not a rotation of 
another in the set. This reduces the number of patterns to 36, and makes the descriptor rotation 
invariant. The binary patterns in the rotation invariant set are illustrated in 3.5. The invariance of 
LBPs to changes in illuminance and image orientation is a distinct advantage. 
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Figure 3.5: Set of rotation invariant local binary patterns. White represents neighbouring pixels that 
are less than the centre in pixel, in grey, and the black pixels are the neighbours of greater intensity. 
3.2.4 Local Image Patches 
Filter banks, textons and local descriptors are all different representations of an image, taking the raw 
pixel values and mapping them to higher dimensional feature space. Pixels from different textures 
will have feature vectors that are better separated in a suitable feature space, which will give better 
results when the image is segmented. The assumption is that the image patches are not sufficiently 
separable. Having investigated filter bank methods thoroughly and developed filter bank based tex-
ton algorithms for various classification tasks. Varma and Zisserman, having investigated filter bank 
methods thoroughly and developed filter bank based texton algorithms for various classification tasks, 
question the need for large scale filter banks in texture classification [35]. They suggest that instead of 
processing a large neighbourhood, which will typically have at least 1000 pixels in it, only the pixel 
intensities in a much smaller neighbourhood are actually needed. They compare the effectiveness of 
a traditional filter bank and texton based classifier to a Markov Random Field based classifier. 
Raw intensity value are taken from a small neighbourhood around the pixel, from 3 x 3 to 7 x 7 
pixels, and used as a feature vector. This is used as the input to the texton algorithm. They obtain 
good results in classification tests, and so it is worthwhile examine whether similar results can be 
obtained in segmentation. The ability of a distribution of LBPs, which use even less information 
than an image patch, to be used in segmenting images suggests that there is sufficient descriptive 
information to differentiate between different classes of texture. The descriptor can be made rotation 
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3.2. LOCAL DESCRIPTORS 27 
invariant by using Principal Component Analysis. This also allows us to use larger neighbourhoods 
that would otherwise be infeasible due to computational constraints. 
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Chapter 4 
Segmentation 
Filter banks, textons and local descriptors take an image and transform the raw data into a feature 
space which separates pixels with different texture. This representation is used to segment the image 
into regions of different texture. Segmentation is a special case of classification, in that each pixel is 
assigned to a class. In classification, each data point is separate. It is not the case in segmentation: 
even if one is using the raw image data, there is a degree of correlation between the descriptors, caused 
by the spatial consistency of most images. The texture in an image is not a point property and is only 
detectable for a group of pixels, which means that nearby data points will have descriptors calculated 
from overlapping areas of the image. A penalty can be imposed on solutions which are not spatially 
consistent as this is most likely incorrect. This same property is a problem in areas of the image where 
there is a sudden change in appearance, such as the border of two objects in an image. The descriptors 
on the border will be a mixture of the two, describing neither texture accurately. 
There are two tasks that are being performed by a segmentation algorithm, namely labelling areas of 
the image as belonging to a particular object or class, and finding the location of the boundary. They 
are complimentary activities: labelling the pixels will implicitly place a boundary along some pixels, 
while choosing the boundary location will implicitly divide the image up into a number of regions. 
Segmentation algorithms can be divided into those that label pixels and those label boundaries. Since 
each method is implicitly doing the other task as well, the main difference is how the algorithm 
is constrained. Algorithms that label pixels will specify how many classes there should be or how 
coherent members of a class should be. Algorithms that label boundaries will specify boundary length 
and will quantify how strong the edge must be to be considered a boundary. The challenge is to find 
a way to combine the border and region information. Freixenet et. al. surveyed a wide range of 
segmentation methods [17]. 
Section 4.1 looks at pixel labelling methods and Section 4.2 discusses border detection methods. 
Graph cut segmentation is investigated in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 looks at how to measure the accu-
racy of a segmentation. 29 
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4.1 Pixel Labelling 
The simplest way to label the pixels is to have an example descriptor of each class, and label the 
pixel according to which class has the closest example, which is the nearest neighbour segmentation. 
If there is no training data available from which to calculate the example descriptor, an supervised 
segmentation can be calculated using a clustering algorithm like k-means. This approach is simply 
applying a classification to segmentation. This usually provides a good first effort at labelling pixels, 
which can be used by other algorithms to refine the labelling or boundaries. 
A more advanced clustering algorithm is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [3]. A GMM can be 
trained either on all the data, for unsupervised segmentation, or a separate GMM on each class of 
data, for supervised segmentation. In the unsupervised case, each cluster is now represented by a 
mean vector and covariance matrix, rather than just a mean vector, as is the case for a k-means cluster. 
In the supervised case, a GMM can represent more complex data distributions by training a more 
detailed probability density function for each class. 
4.1.1 Histogram Calculation 
Central to the algorithm, and to most segmentation algorithms, is the distance calculation. The de-
scriptors produced by the texture methods of Chapter 2 and 3 produce a histogram as the feature vector 
for each pixel. These do not occupy a typical Euclidian space, so the distance between histograms 
must be calculated differently. Rubner et. al. [39] and Puzicha et. al. [18] both give an overview of 
and comparison between different dissimilarity measures. 
The first prominently used histogram comparison measure is the X2 distance. For histograms, this 
measures the difference between each corresponding pair of bins as a proportion of the sum of the two 
bins, and is given by: 
(4.1) 
The X2 distance considers each corresponding pair of histogram bins, but not interactions between 
bins. A more complete solution is the Earth Movers Distance (EMD), which is a solution to the 
transportation problem, and has a linear programming interpretation. The EMD view"each histogram 
as a pile of sand (or bricks in the case of a histogram), and the distance between the histogram is the 
amount of work needed to move the bricks so that distribution 1 is the same as distribution 2. The 
amount of work is the number of bricks that have to be moved, weighted by the distance they have 
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to be moved. The distance they have to be moved is the ground distance between histogram bins, in 
the form of a cross-bin similarity matrix. The EMD algorithm finds the minimum cost rearrangement 
of the bins and uses this as the distance between histograms. The two main advantages of the EMD 
is that there can be different numbers of bins and that includes cross-bin information. The problem 
for segmentation is the complexity of the problem, which requires an optimisation for each pair of 
histograms to calculate the distance. If calculating distances for a nearest neighbour classifier, on an 
image that is n x n pixels in size and there are m classes, n2 x m comparisons need to be done. With 
typical values of n = 500 and m = 5, there are over a million comparisons. This results in very long 
computation times. An alternative is the Quadratic Form distance, given by: 
(4.2) 
This retains the use of a ground distance matrix, but is a closed-form solution, and requires no opti-
misation, making it more efficient and suitable for use in segmentation. 
4.1.2 Descriptors on Class Boundaries 
Segmentation by labelling pixels is essentially classification of pixels. This breaks down at the bor-
der between two classes, where the descriptor for the pixels are dependant on pixels from 2 or more 
classes. Thus the descriptor will be a combination of the classes. The result is a simple linear combi-
nation for histograms, but for other features, like filters responses, the result can be dissimilar to both 
classes and a linear combination. The texton algorithm uses a histogram as the descriptor for each 
point, so the histogram for border pixels can be modelled as a linear combination of two classes. To 
use this in segmentation, combinations of all pairs of class histograms can be calculated, and used as 
new example histograms. The point would be labelled according to which class makes up the largest 
part of the combination. For example, if a point's closest match is a combination of 70% class A 
and 30% class B, then the point is labelled as belonging to class A. Figure 4.1 shows how the ratio 
between the number of pixels from each class varies as neighbourhood moves. 
After labelling pixels, a postprocessing step is often added to finesse the segmentation so that it has 
more desirable properties. This often includes steps to smooth the boundaries. This may take the 
form of a morphological operation, which will eliminate small "tendrils" sticking out of a region. The 
Blobworld system's post processing step consists of two operations [7]. The first separates region in 
the image with the same label into connected components. This is especially important in unsuper-
vised segmentation, where the algorithm may group two spatially separate but visually similar objects 
together and give them the same label. Each label is separated into contiguous regions, each with its 
own labeL The second step is to use the original image colour data for each pixel, rather than the 
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to be moved. The distance they have to be moved is the ground distance between histogram bins, in 
the form of a cross-bin similarity matrix. The EMD algorithm finds the minimum cost rearrangement 
of the bins and uses this as the distance between histograms. The two main advantages of the EMD 
is that there can be different numbers of bins and that includes cross-bin information. The problem 
for segmentation is the complexity of the problem, which requires an optimisation for each pair of 
histograms to calculate the distance. If calculating distances for a nearest neighbour classifier, on an 
image that is n x n pixels in size and there are m classes, n 2 x m comparisons need to be done. With 
typical values of n = 500 and m = 5, there are over a million comparisons. This results in very long 
computation times. An alternative is the Quadratic Form distance, given by: 
(4.2) 
This retains the use of a ground distance matrix, but is a closed-form solution, and requires no opti-
misation, making it more efficient and suitable for use in segmentation. 
4.1.2 Descriptors on Class Boundaries 
Segmentation by labelling pixels is essentially classification of pixels. This breaks down at the bor-
der between two classes, where the descriptor for the pixels are dependant on pixels from 2 or more 
classes. Thus the descriptor will be a combination of the classes. The result is a simple linear combi-
nation for histograms, but for other features, like filters responses, the result can be dissimilar to both 
classes and a linear combination. The texton algorithm uses a histogram as the descriptor for each 
point, so the histogram for border pixels can be modelled as a linear combination of two classes. To 
use this in segmentation, combinations of all pairs of class histograms can be calculated, and used as 
new example histograms. The point would be labelled according to which class makes up the largest 
part of the combination. For example, if a point's closest match is a combination of 70% class A 
and 30% class B, then the point is labelled as belonging to class A. Figure 4.1 shows how the ratio 
between the number of pixels from each class varies as neighbourhood moves. 
After labelling pixels, a postprocessing step is often added to finesse the segmentation so that it has 
more desirable properties. This often includes steps to smooth the boundaries. This may take the 
form of a morphological operation, which will eliminate small "tendrils" sticking out of a region. The 
Blobworld system's post processing step consists of two operations [7]. The first separates region in 
. 
the image with the same label into connected components. This is especially important in unsuper-
vised segmentation, where the algorithm may group two spatially separate but visually similar objects 
together and give them the same label. Each label is separated into contiguous regions, each with its 
own label. The second step is to use the original image colour data for each pixel, rather than the 
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of each pixel ill ""ch half nf. ~ir~ui"r "eigh\>uLLrl,'--"--'<! ~lLd t~ke {be differenc" 0' ~ the texture gr~diem 
al a pixd r 11 ,. Figl~e 4." demoH>u'ores the difference between LeX"~L biSlogr~I'" .cru<s "dge', wh"re 
there is cle~r di"imil.rily belwec" lbe bi,lugra"". TIle gradi"nt can obo be c"ulculated from tb" 
(;obur lilk.,- ""rum.", 1291 Til< ley i, 'hOI the grooient eoc<Kb the prohohility If,,,t a phd is un ~ 
bOllndory, alld 1l0! ju,t vmi"tilxl nr (I", ill",ge ",ill"" ~n uhJec{ ur cI", •. 
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Once the gradient is calculated, an obvious method for finding edges is to threshold the gradient 
map, choosing edges with a gradient magnitude greater than some threshold. There are a number of 
problems with this. The first is the localisation of the boundary. The actual boundary is a line (or 
curve) along the edge of two classes or regions wholly or partly bounded by this border. Most edge 
detectors, particularly texture filters, use a neighbourhood around the pixel to calculate the gradient 
features at a point. As a result, pixels on either side of the true edge will respond to the edge detector, 
and have a value in the gradient map near that of the true edge. Instead of being a line of pixels, the 
edge will be found as a strip of pixels. Related to this problem is the problem of double detection. The 
pixels at the border often have different feature vectors to the pixels away from the border. The pixels 
at the border often form a group of their own. Thus a peak in the boundary ofte  occurs between 
object 1 and the border area, and again between the border area and the border area and object 2. 
There are many approaches to solving this problem. The first to thin out the edge in some way. This 
can be done morphologically, through dilation and erosion after thresholding. To solve the double 
detection problem, a lower threshold can be used, and the strip of pixels eroded. This does not work 
well as the lower threshold produces false edges and the morphological operation may remove some 
edge pixels. A better solution is to model the problem directly by attempting to fit a function to the 
gradient map, and emphasise the peak of the function and suppressing the surrounding pixels [11]. A 
parabola is fitted in the direction of the gradient to remove multiple edge detections, then non-maxima 
suppression is used to mask out the pixels adjacent to the peak in gradient intensity. 
The second method is to assume there is one unknown boundary and that the position of that bound-
ary is unknown. This can be described in several ways, including curves, polygons or cuts. Many 
algorithms take the curve I polygon approach, and calculate the segmentation by optimising over the 
parameters of the curve. This approach is often known as the active contour or active region ap-
proach [31,42]. Alternatively, the boundary can be found by representing the image as graph, and 
cutting it such that two groups of nodes are formed with no interconnection between the groups. This 
approach is discussed further in the Section 4.3. 
4.3 Graph Cuts 
The problem of segmentation is closely related to the problem of classification. We are classifying 
each pixel, but the difference is that the data points are ordered and have a set of neighbour relations 
to other data points. Because of this, we are not classifying each pixel in isolation, but as part of the 
image, which has other properties besides the relation of each pixel to each class. Usually this means 
that a smooth segmentation is desirable, rather than a fragmented segmentation or regions with jagged, 
ill-defined edges. To enforce this smoothness property, a penalty is incurred by label configurations 
which have these properties. This is done by constructing a graph, with each pixel in the image 
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(.) 1"",1'< (b) Ur.ph 
figure 4.3 An e<ample 2-cla" lab<lling proolem, M=i on a ,imi!ar YOf'il by IIoyko" and Kul· 
mugoru,' [4]. 1ne~; x ~l 1'i<d Ul'"g" i, red ,m{i bille wilh added g""ssi,m nui,e. (b) ,how, the graph 
repre,enting 'hi' prub"'ll, 'Tld Co) ,),ow, t~ Clll Tejlfe,eTlliTlg the ,oiulion, 
Tepre,ented by a node Ul ~he gmph and rebtions betw.oen pixel' by edge, in tl'" gra1'h. Addilional 
noo., repre,ent each label ,n l~ deSIred ,e,,'TIlemmion, l1!C minimum cut which divides lho graph 
,u~h thal each nod" is cOllllected tu only one cla,s ''''''' gi;e, 115 the minimum oosl ,egmenlalion, 1nu, 
i[ minim",e. the eost of ""gment"tion globally, 001 j",t ror e,,,,h pixel indi\jdu"lly, 
4.3. 1 Th~ 2-da.s Graph Cut I'rob!cm 
(;T"1'), cuw; fOT lhe im"ge bb<lling problem was fi,-", imroducffi by Greig et. aL [16], where (he)· arc 
usffi w .<ulv~ t~ lWO 01"", "" .. "",nt"lion problem, An example probl"m i, ,hown in Figur~ 4.3, TIle 
J x :j ilTllIge i, 10 b< ""gmenl~d inl" red 'Tld blue rixek The "riglnal image ha, lxen corrupted by 
G.u"ian nOlSe. A graph Tepn,semation i, con,mLctoo a, shuwn, Tho red and blue node, are lh~ '''Ufoe 
"nd "nk ,-,sl"'cti\·dy, The} are called rcnninal m><ie-..nd r~prc,enllh~ 2 01,,",," in the ""g",,,ntalion 
",oblem. TIle black T",de, are c" lied data n()w" ""d each one repre'~nw; a pixd in the imag.:, 
The edge weight, in" graph repre,elll the tenm in til< ell<rgy functiun that is to be minimL'<ffi. Th" 
1-.<1 and b!lI" line, from ,[,e terminal node, lO lhe black Tlode, ate oalled lerrnin.l link" Til< w"igh(, or 
the,e edge' are 1'ro1'onio!ll!llo the eo,~ """"ia[ed with assigning a pix"l [() porticu!ar cia"s. for rea-
su," cxpbined lowr, the cost oh"ig1llng a pix,,1 LO !he blue d.,., i, the weight 0 r (he ¢dg" oonneoting 
thaI 1'ixc! to the red Lemlinal m,.k "nd vioa VeT ... , Til< yellow link' b<lweon <bta nodes ar~ called 
neighbour links, The weighl, of the,e edge; are pmr,ortional to the co,t "f a",igTlLTl~ Tleighbouring 
1'lxeh w di [Terenl d""",, The corr""t ,egmentmioo i, round by «paming Ihe no<ie, intu m'o groups, 
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by removing edges such that each data node is connected to only the source or the sink, and there is 
no path from the source to the sink. This is called a cut. The cut which corresponds to the solution 
is the minimum cut, where the sum of the weights of the edges removed is the smallest possible for 
a valid cut. The minimum cut is found by solving the dual problem of maximum flow through the 
graph. Ford and Fulkerson proved the two problems to be equivalent, and maximum flow algorithms 
are used to find the minimum cut. The cut consists of the edges that are saturated when maximum 
flow is reached, shown in green. 
The maximum flow through a network can be found quickly and exactly when there is one source 
and one sink, which is the type of graph constructed for binary labelling. Several implementations of 
minimum cut I maximum flow algorithms have been developed. The standard algorithm for finding 
maximum flow finds paths from source to sink, and pushes flow along the path until one edge in 
the path is saturated. This is done on all paths until there are no unsaturated paths. The saturated 
edges correspond to the edges that are cut in the minimum cut. Currently used algorithms speed up 
this process by reducing the number of visits required to each node by pushing more flow than the 
smallest edge on a path can take or by maintaining trees of the possible paths [4]. This implementation 
has been used in tests done for this thesis. 
4.3.2 Graph Cuts for Segmentation 
The Ford I Fulkerson theorem which proves the minimum cut and maximum flow problems to be 
equivalent deals only with the type of graphs that solve a binary labelling. A multi-class labelling 
problem, which describes a segmentation problem, requires a source or sink node for every label. A 
cut which separates the nodes of such a graph into disconnected groups is not solvable in the same 
way. In fact, an n-way cut, for k > 3, is an NP-hard problem [8], and the binary graph cut solution 
has to be extended to n-classes in other ways. 
One method is to embed the binary cut into the multi-class problem [40]. Their method is called 
o:-expansion, which recasts the n-cut problem into a series of relabelling problems, each of which is 
solved with a binary graph cut. The algorithm iterates through the labels in any order, and for each 
label 0:, decides for each pixel whether it should keep its current label or be relabelled 0:. At each 
step, only the size of label 0: can increase. The terminal nodes in the graph are 0: and the current 
label. The solution given by the o:-expansion algorithm is a local minimum that is guaranteed to be 
less than a known factor multiplied by the global minimum. This factor is based on the ~eights of the 
n-links, and is proportional to the ratio to between the maximum and minimum n-links in the graph. 
This means there is a trade-off between using very descriptive edge weights and being guaranteed a 
solution within a small factor of the optimum solution for that construction. 
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4.3. GRAPH CUTS 37 
There are several efficient algorithms for cutting a graph. The challenge for the user of graph cuts is 
to construct a graph that accurately represents the problem, and whose minimum coincides with the 
solution desired. The edge weights define the function to be minimised in an optimisation context. 
Boykovet. al. [40] show how graph cuts are used in a-expansion. The graph encodes whether a pixel 
should be relabelled a. The t-links are the cost of a pixel being a and of being its current label. The 
n-links are more complex, with auxiliary nodes being used to represent the various combinations of 
labels. 
The numerical value of the weights for the graph depend on the application, which in this thesis is 
segmentation. Graph cuts for segmentation are widely used segmentation, with a good introduction 
given by Boykov and Jolly [5]. The weights of the t-links will be the cost assigning a particular label 
to a pixel. In the texton algorithm of Chapter 2, this is the dissimilarity between the texton histogram 
of the point and that of the class. In cases where region seeding is used and certain pixels are known 
to have a certain label, the t-links can be set to 00 so only the neighbour links matter. The neighbour 
links can use the POTTS model, where a fixed cost is incurred for pixel p having label a and pixel 
q, its neighbour, having label (3. Alternatively, gradient information can be used and the edge weight 
will be inversely proportional to the strength of the gradient between the pixels. 
Typically, labelling problems will use the cost of assigning a label to a class as the weight of at-link 
with the POTTS model for n-links. Border detection graph cut algorithms will use seed pixels or some 
other form of initialisation to attach some nodes to the terminals via t-links of weight 00. The n-link 
weights are proportional to a gradient between the pixels, for example a texture or colour gradient. 
4.3.3 Unsupervised Graph Cuts 
The processing of unlabelled data presents an additional problem. Here, we do not have training 
images which can be used to calculate the energy I cost of a assigning a pixel to a class. The parameters 
of the class descriptors B, which may be elements of class histograms or the means and variances of 
each mixture in a GMM, and the parameters of the segmentation L (the label of each pixel) have to 
estimated. We are looking for the configuration f ((}, L) which has the minimum cost. Algorithms 
like k-means and expectation-maximisation (EM) divide the task into two steps. The first calculates 
L based on the current (), and the second updates the model parameters (} using the current label 
configuration L. Starting from an initial segmentation (which for a good algorithm should not affect 
on the final result) the algorithm iterates by going between the first step (expectation) and the second 
(maximisation). 
A problem with the algorithms for unsupervised segmentation is that they cluster only in the feature 
space. There is no consideration given to the spatial coherence of the clusters in the image. Zaboh 
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(b) ~C~Lnc"'''l(>1l1 
Figure 4,4: Threo exa111pk ,o&rnentations, Reo:iom haw been 111orgod ,md splil in both directions 
belween segment'lio", I ond 1, and in une (tireetiun belween segmenla~iun, 1 and 3. 
and KolmogoIO¥ pro)l<Jse a graph cut seglllontation alo:orilh111 ,41 1· Again. m~ graph cul is u,od a, 
P"rt of ule n..expon,ioo minirnO;ation ,Ignrilbrn. h~h expan,ion rr"'V~ forllls dIe eXpc"tation pOTt of 
the .lgorith111, wi~h the graph cut used to fir>d the k,t p""ible r> -expamion lor tm CUIT<!nt nlOdel H, 
The Ill"ximisatioll port of [he "Igorithm i, til<: '"m~ ,,-, heinre, with tl", I.bel connguratiGn L king 
use,1 to update the model pm1l111ote" 0, TIli, is dono arte, each success/u l oxpan,ion muw ,wI'. TIle 
U,e Gf graph cu!> to calculate the opl"nol t:- I",nali,e, label coonguTOt ion. which arc fragmented. tim, 
lmwdll<:ing 'pati"1 cohorell"" anJ smoothing U", oounJarie" 
-1.4 Srgmcnl:nion Compnrisoll 
A segn>tmat ioll "lgmitilm call outpm Gne of two lol:dlings. a labelling 01 each pixel in the im"g~ os 
belongmg to a cia" and" labdlmg ofcach piXel as t>ClllgUn a boundary. The lorlJl<r labelling willix: 
hom a ,e[ Gf I to k. whe,-e a, the laner i," hma,-y labdllllg wnil lllo.>t pixds likdy to labelkd 0 (oot 
,m ~(Ig"). CUl1s<quc-n(I" the ac"ura~y 0 i' c'a"h ,.m or algorithlll m",ll,,· mea,ured differently. S~"lio" 
4 4. I dc,,,, ,he, ""cura"y mc·a,un:., fm pixel 10",,1 segm~ntmjo", and &'ction 4,4': de<cribes oo,-Jcr 
Jct"c~ion a~"um"y m<O"dSUL'OS, 
4.4.1 Pixel Lab~llin~Accllra~y 
Well-s(ru~tured da" laLx:lling probl~m" like the "'--grn~"'t"!LOn of ll", IJrndal1. mo"'i'" (= Ch.apt~r 
5) 're e,,"'y lG bendulla,x. TI",re is 1I1l"mbiguou, ground truth av.ilaL,!e ,md WI. a~"un'"y ~"n L,e 
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Flj;UrC 4.5: II Venn diagram of the dis«gn;cmcnl b<lwCOll r~gion' of "gmentation, at " plXel.If A i, 
the oct of pi xci, w,lh ""1'" ldbd a' P lIL 8, alld ll" the.ct UfP1Xd, with 10. ,am'; l.bol os p m S" 
then the red area con'e,p,.'& to J(p, S1, S,), and Ihe blue or"" ~) d(p, S" 81 ), 
n"'''''LJTed in tcrm, oft he p<rccntagc of pixch thlll arc conec.JI~· ciJ"itied, which is 1I,. ,.me way the 
accuracy of a cI""ifier I;, ",ea,,,""eu. Howe,er. ;,cg",e"la(inn i, di !Terent 'rGm da"ilkatiQn, rarticu-
larl, fOT rixcl, on the edge nf two Ol' mo,o image ,"gioo, Til"" we us. ulree "ccuracy measurements: 
the "ccuro.C} for til< whole image. tile acclIr.cy f,>( pi,cI, ",Iw\e nei~hlx",rhond" ali m on< n;j;Lon; 
and the """uracy 1',,' plxeb tl",t .ore near tile boondary and wllOS. neighbourhooo oon;;l,t, of pi"cl, 
from more than one cia,;" 
nlC aco",acy of S<lh,tioo, to g<,wrallalJelling problel'" i, ITI{IfO; of" cl,allenge, e .... ,ially where there 
i, no preci,e groWld truth, n", acc"""" TT",a,LJrCment fall;, arart wI>." th<:re are diIT"n;nt numbe", 
of rc~'(]n' m tiLe ,q;Lllentatioo, boinj; cOLllpa"d, Region, in or>:; .egmentaliOll may 'plit ,md become 
mLJlliple regions or multiple regions may merge and become OIle region, The ;,plitting .nd TIlCrging 
pwce,,-, i, calied F"fin~m.nI Fij;urc 4.4 ,how, an ex<unplc of tllrcc 'q;monl.atiooo wllere thi' h" 
happened, For many im""" all segmentallOll' ",e ~qu",alent A comp"ri...,n measure i;, n"eued 
"hich wi.! find lhat tho"" Iwo ,0ym.ntat;uTl> a~re •. 
Martin et, aL ,,,,,,loped a iiOlmion to this problem [10], Their me"ure e""mme> the ui,ogreement 
between the region that. plxci I;, • TT"'mbcr of in one "'J>11"'nt'liun and <I", regiun ,t ;, a member uf 
ln th" other ,ei:LnentalLon, Typically thi. will M u:e re,,,1t of J ,egmematioll ,md tho ,upplied grOlUld 
tmth. The disagreement at pLxci f' and the gbbal "m,,- are ~iven by 
el( 8 8 I = IL(8"p)\L(S""p) 
,p, j, 2 1.(8, p)1 
GCE(8" Sl) - jjjijj L d(l', 8" "'1), L d(/), 8" S\) 
" 
LG E(8, .'i,) - L min J(p, :}" 82), J(p, 8" 8, j 
, 
(4,3) 
(4.4) 
(4,5) 
wher. L(8,pj i. the set pixels m ,egment"tLo1l8 Wlth the ,ame lobel a, pixel p, .1\B i, tho set 
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difference operation between sets A and Band IAI is the number of members of set A. Equation 4.3 
gives the disparity at a pixel. The position of 8 1 and 82 are not commutative. Figure 4.5 shows why 
this is so. Because of this, there are two ways to calculate an total error for comparison. The Global 
Comparison Error (GCE) is given by Equation 4.4, while the Local Comparison Error (LCE) is given 
by 4.5. The difference between the two is that the GCE sums the area of the red and blue regions from 
Figure 4.5 for all pixels and find the minimum between the two sums (the global minimum), while 
the LCE finds the smaller of the red and blue areas for each pixel, and finds the sum of these local 
minimums for the whole image. What this means in terms of segmentations is that the GCE allows 
splitting of regions in only one direction between segmentations and merging in the other, while the 
LCE allows splitting and merging in both directions. The GCE would find segmentations 1 and 2 
different but 1 and 3 the same, while the LCE would find all three equivalent. 
The GCE and LCE express the disagreement between the two segmentation. Any two labellings can 
be compared with this method. The answer given by either calculation is only as reliable as the ground 
truth that the segmentation is being compared to. Many problems have no objective ground truth. In 
such cases a combination of the errors for each ground truth should be used, such as the mean or 
median. 
4.4.2 Border Detection Accuracy 
Border detection accuracy is a measure of how well the boundaries are detected and localised. This 
includes how much of the correct boundary is detected, how much of the detected boundary is correct 
and how close to the true boundary is it. This fits in with standard detection measures including Re-
ceiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) and precision/recall curves. Both methods examine how detec-
tion is affected by changing the weighting between detection and rejection, in this case the threshold 
at which a border pixel is accepted. In this application, approximately 1 % of pixels will be border 
points, and so the precision/recall is preferable to ROC, because the false positives measure will be 
meaningless as the number of false border detections will be overwhelmed by the large number of cor-
rect non-border pixels. The precision/recall curve is only concerned with the correspondence between 
the detections in the result and the ground truth. 
Martin et. aI. use Precicision/recall to benchmark the performance of various border detection al-
gorithms in finding the borders of objects for their data set of natural images [11]. Precision/recall 
was originally used in the context of information retrieval, for example retrieving images from a 
database [32]. Precision is the probability that a piece of information that has been ret~ieved is rel-
evant to what was requested. Recall is the probability that a piece of relevant information has been 
retrieved as part of the request. The trade-off is between retrieving all the relevant information and a 
lot of irrelevant information, and retrieving only relevant information, but retrieving only a part of the 
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relevant information. In the case of a region border, precision is the probability that a detected border 
pixel is on a true border, and recall is probability that a border pixel has been detected as such by the 
algorithm. The measure of the algorithm is the F-measure. This is given by 
PR 
F-measure = exP + (1 - ex)R (4.6) 
where ex is a parameter which weights the cost of retrieving irrelevant information against missing 
some relevant information. As the threshold for accepting a pixel as a border pixel is varied, the 
values of P and R will change. The F-measure which characterises the performance of the algorithm 
is the maximum value of all values of this parameter. 
There is a hard and a soft way to implement the P/R calculation in the context of border detection. 
The hard method looks only at detected pixels in the result and ground truth and uses the percentage 
of matches as the values for P and R. This is not a good measure of what is acceptable for a border, as 
a border which is out by one pixel will be heavily penalised, while a human would find such a border 
entirely acceptable. Martin et. al. use a soft measure [11], which looks for the closest border point in 
the ground truth for each border point in the result and vice versa, and calculates the probability that 
the point are from the same border. 
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Chapter 5 
Texture Databases 
A variety of texture measures have been discussed thus far, chosen to represent as many categories of 
texture as possible. Even so, these are but a fraction of the many variations of texture measures that 
have been researched and implemented. It is important to note that each researcher does not approach 
the problem looking for a general solution which will adequately describe all texture. Each texture 
measure is designed for a specific purpose and will function best in that problem domain. 
The first texture data set used is a series of mosaics based on the Brodatz album. Each mosaic contains 
grayscale images of several natural textures. Each mosaic has training images for each class of texture 
and ground truth. The second data set is a series of natural images [10]. For this data set, there are 
no training images, and the aim is to use the texture and colour information to segment the image into 
objects or parts of objects as a human would. Human judgement is subjective, so multiple human 
segmentations are compared to the results of the various algorithms. 
5.1 Brodatz Album Mosaics 
The Brodatz Album is a collection of textures published in 1966 as an essay on the photography of 
natural textured surfaces. It includes a number of sample images intended to be used as stock imagery 
by photographers and artists. It has subsequently come to be used by image processing researchers as 
a standard set of images on which to test any texture based segmentation or classification algorithm. 
The Mosaics used were created by the Machine Vision group of Infotech Gulu at the University of 
Gulu [28]. The data set consists of 12 mosaics created from images of texture in the Brodatz album. 
Each mosaic consists of several texture classes. Each class has an associated training image. An 
example is shown in Figure 5.1. The images in this database are all grayscale, so no colour information 
is available to combine with the texture data. 
43 
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l'igurt' 3.1: An o',,",pic 01' lho Brod"" "~mre mosaic, 
In on.lcr to crcale m,,'e le'i lnla~"" all (t.. ".i<li<lg image, Were groupcd lOgclhor aM four ,ehcted 
al random lO ero:>lo ~ new mO,.1k. E.1ch of lI,,: four (ex(ure ink1ge" "Ilmon v.-a., di\'l(lc~ m1(' qumte,.,. 
Ono 4u:><lcr f, (Jm c",h im.1ge was (onlbined (0 f(l(m (he m"",ie. and the ,"hcr 1IIroo <Iuarler, wa, U'M 
as Ule llainlll~ image I'or e»eh el:>.,,_ Cro" \'alidati OIl wos usrd '0 (I",t eacil qL1O!'!cr from cacll image 
W", usrd.os tl .. (es( n,o,,"<:. 
5.2 Berkeley Natural TmaJ::es 
Vll,i l. e,,,,h im"ge in !lie Ilroda(;; . Ic..,m i, of ~ nalur:illeXlure, lho """"i(-" ,,,ed to test (he se~men!a­
(ion algor i(hm' arc ,),mhdi<:. ,,, ith clearl), dellTIou h<. do,,_ "a'ur~1 im~gos pr.",nt • mo,e dmllengh,£ 
e[l\'jronmem WM. (I,,: CC.'reCl 'egmt'nlall()n " n(~ clearly uefi Ilor\' T.., ~i", is ((l '"gmem (h" ima~es 
.1' a hum,,", would, Segmem.lion of nOlural,mage, i, ,uhje",iyo. '" ,cgmcnt.11jon. <k'''' by d,ffere[l! 
I",ople will lead w different, a<ld ollen eonlradlclOr),. ""gmollla,i(J1l mar'_ 'Ille l)()tKrn of gt()()[ld [tu(h 
i, obvjou,ly les, .'ppli«\ble ill (hi, Ie>! Ralher, lho ,ogmcnl~ll()n re-,ul,,, c(Hnpareri to e,,,," hum.1n 
,egnlOll(:>Iion 01' the jl~age and (he .Wct.1ge xcur«:y O,er all the human "'grnell:ilK'"' f", (hm image 
" ,,,ed_ 
fhe d"'a ,ct u",~ ill the,e (em is a subse( of<l\O,,: ,",cd by Marlrn eL ai, 1101 Thalriat.1 ",1 w.1' (~ken 
fnrm 1he C,.-ol im~go d"',\base. ~'h i,h j, .1 dmab<"" of ,:( ~n) illMge, lhal w,,", wluel)' u",ri jn ,,(J<l1putel 
""ion a( (he IHlle, Il con,i", of many differcnt Il~tural images, TI", dawl,"e u>e~1 Lt' 'he pape,- seicctod 
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Figure 5 2: 'I ~() e~"\Tlr~' " I the ilerkelcy Natural 1m"!.", <.I~ta .et. 
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46 CHAPTER 5. TEXTURE DATABASES 
the texture varies across objects that are of uniform texture because the surface orientation varies, and 
there is often not a clear dividing line between the textures. The images are in colour, which provides 
extra information that can be used on its own or combined with texture information to segment the 
images. 
There are two parts to the data set, 200 images to be used for the training of the segmentation algo-
rithms and 100 images to test the accuracy of the algorithm. Segmentations done by humans were 
obtained for the 300 images chosen to make up the data set. Due to the subjective nature of segmen-
tations, there are multiple human segmentations of each image. An online program was set up so user 
could submit segmentations of images in the database. They were not given any guidelines on how 
they should segment the images, so there is little consistency in the different segmentations. The main 
difference is the number of regions in each segmentation. While some users segmented an object as 
one region (e.g. a house), others divide that object into its constituent parts. The Local Comparison 
Error measurement is used with each of the segmentations in tum and the average LCE for all human 
segmentations is used as the accuracy for that image. 
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Chapter 6 
Texture Algorithms 
Based on the texture measures reviewed, several methods were used to test the performance of each 
type of texture measure on the chosen data sets. The different image sets used require the texture mea-
sures to be used in different ways (for example supervised versus unsupervised segmentation). The 
implementation of each of these algorithms is now discussed, along with the choices and compromises 
that were necessary to implement the system. 
6.1 Texton Labels 
The largest category is the filter based texton algorithm. This is a broad category as the various choices 
made can lead to quite different algorithms. The first major choice is the filter bank to use. Based on 
their prevalence in the literature, the following filter banks were used: 
1. Ring/Wedge (R/W) 
2. Gabor 
3. Berkeley Quadrature Pair 
4. Maximum Response (MR8) 
The Berkeley Quadrature Pair filter software is part of a set of texture related functions associated 
with the Berkeley Natural Images data set 1. 
1 http://www.eecs. berkeley.edu/ResearchlProjects/CS/vision/grouping/segbench/ 
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There are at least two free parameters when using these filter banks: the size of the filters and the 
number of different scales and orientations. Filter size is dependent on the period of the texture in the 
image and on the image size. 
There is a compromise between the stability of the descriptor and the area of ambiguity at the boundary 
between two classes. A range of parameters were tried to observe the effect of these settings on 
accuracy. While each of these filters has the same support, each one detects energy in the Fourier 
domain at different frequencies, at thus detect features in the image at different scales and orientations. 
The numbers of different scales and orientations are two additional parameters. Here, the parameters 
used in the literature have been used, and for algorithms where these parameters are not specified, 
values similar to those used by other filter banks have been used to ensure the results are comparable. 
In the case of the Berkeley Natural Images data set, there is colour information as well. This infor-
mation, after smoothing to reduce noise, forms a feature like a filter response, and this has been used 
as another input to the texton algorithm. Following standard practice for natural images, the CIELAB 
colour space is used, where distances between points in the colour space is based on dissimilarity in 
colour as perceived by humans. This is appropriate for natural images where the aim is to model the 
performance of a human segmenting the image. The three colour values can also be appended to a 
filter response vector to combine the colour and texture information before calculating the textons. 
The filter response vectors are fed into the texton algorithm. Having chosen the input, there are still 
several other unknowns in the texton algorithm, including 
1. The number of textons to use in modelling the texture. 
2. The size of the neighbourhood for calculating Texton Histograms. 
3. The number of representative histograms per class. 
4. The histogram comparison method. 
A range of values for each parameter was tried to ascertain the effect of the variation on segmentation 
performance. The textons are modelled by a Gaussian Mixture Model and the parameters are calcu-
lated using an expectation-maximisation [3]. The Netlab toolbox implementation of the algorithm in 
the book was used for these tests [27]. 
The data set determined the way the textons were trained. The Brodatz mosaic had labelled training 
data, and so image-specific textons were calculated for each test mosaic. The texton histogram for 
each class was calculated from texton maps of that classes training images. The distance from the 
local histogram for each point in the image to each classes' histogram or histograms is calculated, and 
the nearest neighbour result is found by labelling each point using the nearest neighbour principle. The 
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6.1. TEXTON LABELS 49 
Quadratic Form Distance is used, with the distance between each pair of textons used as the ground 
distance matrix between bins. The distance to each class's histogram was also used for a graph cut 
based segmentation using the a-expansion algorithm. The graph cut code uses the implementation 
of Boykov and Kolmogorov [4] 2. The distance is used as the weight of the t-link in the graph cut. 
The POTTS model is used for the n-links. The correct weighting for the n-links in a POTTS model 
is subjective. A higher value will result in more smoothing, and a lower value gives a segmentation 
closer to the nearest neighbour value. A value of the same order of magnitude as the ·average t-link 
weight leads to a good balance between the data and neighbour links. 
Three methods are used to calculate the histograms for each class. The first is a histogram of the whole 
training image (One Histogram per Class). The second calculates local histograms for each point in the 
training image and clusters them (Multiple Histograms per class), so that there are multiple histograms 
for each class. This allows for multi-modal texture classes to be accurately described and also has the 
ability to model textures that repeat over larger areas than the current support. The Berkeley Natural 
Images are an supervised segmentation problem, and each histogram found will be a class. Instead 
multiple histograms for each class, classes are split into one class for each histogram. The third 
method deals with the misclassification of boundary points. At the border, the neighbourhood will be 
a combination of two or more classes, and the point is often assigned to a third class which is similar 
to a combination of the two classes. This method uses the average histograms for each class and 
forms linear combinations of all pairs Border Modelling Histograms). This models the histograms 
found near the edge of a class, where the window will contain part of class A and part of class B. A 
histogram could be calculated for each stage of the progression, but initial testing showed that two 
histograms for each combination of classes, with a mixing ratio of 70:30 in each direction, is enough 
to substantially improve border localisation. 
The Berkeley Natural Images data set has no training images for each class in the image, since the 
notion of a class in natural images is entirely subjective. The aim is to segment the image so that 
it best agrees with how a human would split the image into objects for the purpose of describing its 
contents. This means that segmenting these images are an unsupervised classification task, with both 
the classes and the labels to be estimated. The texton-based algorithms use k-means and graph cuts 
methods to segment the image. After the segmentation is done, there is a post processing step applied. 
After k-means, this step includes running a connected components algorithm and border refinement, 
the same post-processing as used by Carson et. al. [7]. After the graph cut is processed, only the 
connected component algorithm is run. 
2http://www.cs.comell.eduJ rdz/graphcuts.html 
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6.2 Texton Border Detection 
The border detection algorithm also uses textons as a texture measure. The texton calculation and 
assignment phases are the same as for the labelling algorithms, consisting of filtering the image and 
then clustering the response vectors to form textons. Once each pixel is assigned a texton label, two 
histograms are now calculated for each pixel by the border detection algorithm. The neighbourhood is 
divided into two halves perpendicular to the gradient direction. The texton gradient for that direction 
is the difference between the histograms for the halves. The difference is calculated for halves with 
several orientations. Colour images also have a colour gradient. This is calculated in two ways, 
either using a regular bin histogram or an adaptive bin histogram like that used in textons. Again, the 
difference between the histograms for the two halves of a disc around the pixel is used to calculate 
edge energy. The texture and colour information has also been combined by appending the colour 
information to filter responses and using this feature vector for each pixel to calculate textons. 
The exact boundary is then calculated using the algorithm described by Martin et. al. [111, using their 
software 3. First the data is put through a logistic model to convert it to a probability, the a parabola 
is fitted to the data at each pixel for each set of gradient energy (one for each gradient orientation) at 
the same orientation as the gradient. This removes double peaks. Non-maxima suppression is used to 
locate the boundary a long a pixel wide line or curve. This method is called "Non-maxima suppression 
Edge Detection". The binary boundary label image is calculated by choosing a probability threshold 
at which to accept a pixel as being an edge point. Varying this parameter gives different results, and 
precision/recall curves for these algorithms can be obtained. 
The boundary can also be detected by the graph cut boundary detection algorithm. The gradient be-
tween two pixels is used to calculate the cost of placing a border between the two pixels. The labelling 
of pixels produced by the graph cut labelling algorithm is used to seed the regions of the image. All 
pixels with a neighbourhood wholly in one class but adjacent to pixels with neighbourhoods that are 
not in this class are used as seed pixels. The set of seed pixels for each class is chosen in turn as the 
source, with the set of seed pixels from all the other classes as the sink. The boundary for that class is 
found when the pixels inside the border are claimed by that class. After iterating through all classes, 
some pixels may be unclaimed. The new labellings are used to produce new seeds, and the algorithm 
is run again until all pixels are claimed. 
3 http://www. eees. berke ley. eduJReseareh/Projects/CS/vi sion/groupinglseg bene hi 
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6.3 Gaussian Mixture Modelling 
An alternative to the two-stage texton modelling is direct modelling of the filter responses using 
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). The filter responses for each texture is represented by a mixture 
model in an n-dimensional space, where n is the number of filter responses. Each class has a GMM 
which is trained using an expectation-maximisation algorithm. The filter response of each pixel is 
then given a probability of coming from the GMM of each class. The average probability of the 
pixels in the neighbourhood is calculated, and this is used as the probability that the pixel belongs to 
a particular class. The pixel is given the label of the class with highest probability. 
An advantage of this approach is that there are fewer free parameters to choose. Only the number of 
Gaussians the distribution of the mixtures model and the type of covariance matrix need to be chosen. 
This approach to modelling will work when the filter responses or other features obtained from the 
image are consistent across fairly large areas and clearly differentiate between classes. 
6.4 Local Descriptor Methods 
Four local descriptor methods have been employed: local binary patterns, B1obworld descriptors, 
image patches and a SIFT-like descriptor. 
The local binary pattern algorithm calculates the features (the LBPs) directly from the image and 
there is no clustering needed, as with textons. The implementation used was that of Ojala et. al. [33] 
4. For each pixel, a number from 1 to 36 is generated, which is the label of the rotation invariant 
LBP at that pixel. The distribution of these patterns is the description used for segmentation. The 
image of binary pattern labels is processed in exactly the same way as the image of texton labels. 
All of the variants on the basic texton algorithm have also been applied to LBPs, including multiple 
histograms, border modelling and graph cuts for labelling, and non-maxima suppression and graph 
cut based border detection algorithms. 
The Blobworld descriptor aims to be a parameter-free texture measure, though there are some implicit 
parameters. For instance, the exact value of the scales used by the scale selection algorithm affect what 
scales can be detected. Once the Blobworld descriptor is calculated for each point, the features are 
modelled using a GMM. Colour data is appended to the 3 texture values for the natural images, as well 
as the x and y position of the pixel in the image. There is one GMM for ea~h class for the Brodatz 
mosaics where there are training images for each class, and one for all classes for the Natural Images. 
The implementation of the Blobworld descriptor used comes from the Blobworld Image Retrieval 
project 5. 
4http://www.ee.ou!u.filresearchlimag/texturellbpllbp.php 
5http://elib.cs.berkeley.edulblobworldl 
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52 CHAPTER 6. TEXTURE ALGORITHMS 
The SIFT descriptors as used for point correspondence choose a scale based on a Scale Space algo-
rithm. Most texture segmentation algorithms use multiple scales to represent the texture. The SIFf 
descriptor has been used as a basis for a similar gradient based feature. Three scales of gradient filter 
are used. The second moment matrix is formed, and the eigenvalues are used to calculate the direc-
tion and magnitude at each pixel for each scale. A histogram of directions is calculated, each point 
weighted by the magnitude of the gradient at that point. This is used as the descriptor for each pixel. 
The last local descriptor algorithm uses the actual intensity values at each pixel and its neighbours in 
in a small patch around each pixel, called a local image patch. This is then processed in two ways. 
The first models the typical image patch for each class with a GMM. This produces a probability for 
each class, which is summed as described in Section 6.3. The second uses the image patch as an input 
to the texton algorithm, and proceeds in the normal manner. 
Image patches are not invariant to rotation. The size of the descriptor is proportional to the square of 
the radius of the path and contains much redundant information. For example, an image patch of size 
25 x 25 pixels would have a descriptor with 625 elements. A filter bank of the same size represents 
that patch with a descriptor that has far fewer elements, only 10 in the case of a RIW filter bank with 
5 scales and orientations. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is thus applied to the image patch to 
reduce the size of descriptor and make it invariant to rotation. PCA is applied to a 7x7 image patch to 
reduce it to 9 components, the same as a 3x3 patch. 
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Chapter 7 
Testing and Results 
The texture and colour based descriptors and segmentation techniques described in this work have 
been applied the Brodatz Album Mosaics and Berkeley Natural Images data set. Algorithms that span 
a range of texture paradigms have been included. 
The tables in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 give a complete description of all the algorithms that have 
been been tested on the complete set of data. Each algorithm is represented as a column in the table. 
The Labels at the top of each column are used in the text to refer to that algorithm. The codes starting 
with L refer to the labelling algorithms, those that assign a class label to each pixel. The codes starting 
with E are algorithms that assign a binary label to each pixel to specify whether that point is one a 
boundary. Labels from Figure 7.1 are used in Section 7.1 and labels from Figure 7.2 are used in 
Section 7.2. The labels at the bottom ofthe tables refer to the position of that algorithm in the graphs 
of results. Each graph that uses these number will refer back to the table. For example, Figure 7.4 
refers to the second from bottom line of Figure 7.1. Each bar in the graph represents the LeE for the 
corresponding algorithm in the table. 
Each X in the column represents an attribute of the algorithm. The attributes are divided into three 
categories. Primary Descriptors are derived directly from the image. Secondary descriptors are de-
rived from Primary Descriptors. All the secondary descriptors are texton-based, so if there is a cross 
under Secondary Descriptors, it is implied that the Primary Descriptors are clustered to form textons. 
The Secondary Descriptor section describes how the texton histogram is calculated. The Segmenta-
tion section describes how the descriptor is used in segmentation. Each algorithm has one X in each 
section. The exception is the "Rotation Invariant" label which is not a Primary Descriptor, but is an 
attribute of some Primary Descriptors. For example of how to read the table, look at algorithm L1 
in Figure 7.1. Ll has an X next to "Ring/Wedge Filters" "One Histogram per class" and "Nearest 
Neighbour". This means algorithm L1 proceeds as follows: 
53 
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1. Apply the Ring/Wedges filter bank. 
2. Cluster descriptors to form textons. 
3. Calculate one texton histogram for each class of texture. 
4. Compare histogram for each point with histogram for each class and label point according to 
which is closest. 
There are a large number of possible algorithms that can be created by implementing every combina-
tion of options. It is assumed, however, that the three sections of the algorithm are independent. This 
means that if one descriptor performs better than another with a certain segmentation algorithm, it 
is assumed that the relative performance will not change using a different segmentation method. Al-
gorithm development started by testing each of descriptors with the nearest neighbour segmentation 
method. The best descriptors were tested with more advanced segmentation techniques. 
7.1 Brodatz Album Mosaics 
Figure 7.3 and 7.4 show the accuracy of the algorithms tested on the Brodatz Mosaic Data set. The 
first benchmark is the accuracy of the segmentation in terms of what percentage of pixels is correctly 
labelled. This is measured for three groups of pixels. The first is the whole image. The second is 
only the pixels whose neighbourhood falls entirely within one class, and whose whole neighbourhood 
falls within the image. This excludes pixels on the edges of classes and the image. The third group 
consists of those pixels where no one class makes up more than 90% of the neighbourhood. This tests 
the accuracy of segmentation in the vicinity of the boundary. 
The second benchmark also tests the accuracy of the labelling: thios is the Local Comparison Er-
ror (LCE), which measures the percentage of pixels with same label as a pixel in image 1 that have 
different labels in image 2. The third benchmark, the F-measure, measures the accuracy of the bound-
ary location using the precision/recall metric. This has been applied to both the boundary detection 
methods and to the labelling methods, to compare the accuracy of the borders detected. 
The best performing algorithm by the labelling accuracy measure is the local binary pattern algorithm 
using a-expansion with edge detection (L24). The best algorithm by the LCE measure is the texton 
algorithm with Ring/Wedge filter bank as input, using the graph cut based segmentation (L24). Both 
textons and LBPs model the texture as a distribution of low levels patterns. The other filter banks 
used as input to the texton algorithm did not perform as well. The Image Patch descriptor achieved 
results slightly worse than the best, but results agree with the findings of Varma and Zisserman [35], 
which question the need for filter banks. The worst performing descriptor was the SIFf-like gradient 
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Table of Algorithms for Brodatz database 
r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r 
m m !: C; [" ';;:!";; !;; r h; {;; ;; ::::: -' ~ :;;: ~ ~ ..... ~ ..... I\) ~ I\) I\) l\.l t;; r;l ~ r>:l ~ ~ R:l 
"" 
CD D I\) 
'" 
~ ~ 
Primary Descriptor 
Ring/Wedge Filters X X X X X X X X X X X 
Gabor Filters X X 
Maximum Response Filters X X X 
Berkley Filters tttttH-ttt X X X Blobworld Descriptor X 
Local Binary Pattems X X X X X 
SIFT-like Gradient Histograms ~ X Local Imaqe Patches X X 
Rotation Invariant X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Secondary Descriptor (Textons) 
One Histoqram per class X X X X X X X X 
Multiple histoqrams for each class X X X X X X X 
Border Modelling Histoqrams X X X X X X X X X X 
Texton Gradient X X X X 
Segmentation 
Nearest Neighbour X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Gaussian Mixture Model X X X X 
a-expansion X X X X 
a-expansion and Edge Detection X X X X 
Non Maxima suppression Edge Detection ~15 X X X X Label Accuracy Graph Label 1 2 3 4 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 F-measure graph label 5 7 8 6 1 2 3 4 
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Table of Algorithms for Natural Images 
r r r r r r r m m r r r r r r r r r ..... ..... ..... ..... .... ..... .... m m m 
.... N W .I>- c.n CD -.j co <0 0 .... N W .I>- c.n CD .... N W .I>- c.n 
Primary Descriptor 
RinQlWedge Filters X X X X X X X X X X 
Berkley Filters X 
Smoothed Colour X X X X X X X X X X X 
Blobworld Descriptor X 
Local Binary Patterns X X 
Local Image Patches X X 
Rotation Invariant X X X 
Secondary Descriptor (Textons) 
One Histogram per class X X X X 
Border Modelling Histograms X X X X X X X X X 
Texton Gradient X X X X X 
Segmentation 
K-means X X X X X X X 
K-means with Post-processinQ X X X 
EM with Post-processing X 
Unsupervised a-expansion X X X X X 
Non Maxima suppression EdQe Detection X X X X X 
Label Accuracy Graph Label 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
F-measure graph label 3 4 6 7 10 11 12 2 5 8 9 13 
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7. J, BRODA'!>' AUJUM MOSAI('S 
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(e) il<lrdcr ]'j>el; 
fig,,,e 7,): Percentage accllracy of {e"tme algorithms on {he llrodatz Album Mosaic. data oct. For 
I.beb ,.e "",,,ood from bottom row of Figur. 7,1 , 
descriptor, The llIobworld de"criptor (L28) "anb ncar til" middle of the .lgorithms. Analysi, of the 
p",1"",nano;;e of indi"id".1 algOlithms ,mol comparison.> between di IT.rent app'oache, 100Iow" 
fl.oLa{ion imarian"e" de"mble for. texture deseriplor, The t",t, do ,how tilat there con be. <Jeer.a,. 
In ov"",11 .ccuracy, tllough L{ "till ~ive, gnnJ ,e,ule,. The be" wmpari.,otl i, botween tile ,tandard 
fI.!W, wned IVW ,"Ki ma.,imllm ,e'pon,e 8 (C\1RS) filter" The".. three filler b,",ks aI. qlJite ,imil., in 
that they fJller ,,,er Tnullil)l" ,oalo and orienl,t"ln', The M fI.~ take' the informali,,\ al each ,cak of 
the orientation with ma~imum response, where the SOlted R·W filte, bank keep' all tile ;nhmn.l;OIl, 
only .oning the ",ientalion inl(lrlnalinn ['rom maximum 'O"I)()]1$. ~,minimum ""I"HI"'_ Til" MR 
filter, throwaway a lot of infctmation mKi thu, are h"ndicappeJ in t»"ir descripl.;on of th< t<xtur., 
re'"ll;n~ in I")o"'r 1>e,f(lrlllanCe_ TIJC Sorted fI./\!, fJ Ile" (L II -L 14) ai,,, do 'H,l perfonll "' well os the 
llnsorted IVW filte", but the perfol1m""o Ji ITo,enc. i, m"eh ,maller, "-' 10" de>cril)livo IX'" 0' i, 10,l 
by 'ortitl~ the itll'>l'Ina1lOtl Cnml,."ed with Ji,carditl~ it 
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CHAPTER 7, TESTING AND RESULTS 
Figure 7A· Accuracy of th, algorithm, u.'lctl "-, mOO.,m,d by the averagc LCE between tlie ;.cgmema-
Uon result arid n"" ground U1Lth, For lab<I, i<e ",cond tiom OOItom row of Figure 7.1. 
On tile OIlier hand, the pe,formancc of the image patch oo.'lctl algorithm._ improvc., by di,c.rding in-
fOTmafioll,1be LBP method (L21-L24) in I"ct ",e, only binary i~lum1U!ion lUI each pixd, aod d("" 
better tha" algorithm' whLch u,e the full ,"tcn,ity v.l"e.' at c.ch pixel. I! i, al"" rotation invariant, 
choosing a ,ubset of me 256 """"ble pattenl-S ,,,oh \haL 00 paLLefll in the SOL is a w(aliol1 of 'n(>thor, 
rhi> i. ,upported by the rC.,ult, "-,ing full ,magc palche,. The algorithm that "-,es tlie Principal Com-
ponem, of me Image patch., (L27) glye, bett<r .ccumcy (ha~ fhaL which \JOe, the raw imag, paid",> 
(L26). 
In all L~xWr" .lgurilhm., LhOT, i •• param,l<;r WhlCh m 'om, way d,l",mino; the ",alc of the leAlure 
detected In the ,magc, Tile dl",{ on oc"uro~; .. 01' changUlg tho ,calc patameter is interesting, A'the 
scale increases, mme pixd, an; mdLxkd ill p",,1 ro:;ighbouroood, As a ",>.,It the oampk of lh" l<;Alu", 
aL that ""illl will ha.'e • Il"togram that" a ktter rcp<c'lCnta!Jon oj' tlie tm< histogram for {hat texm,., 
which give, better ,egmcnt:ltion This i, true fo< bolll OOTT>ug"OOU, ,,,,ighbuLl'h(><xi.oo burd", p"~I,, 
Th,,,,, i" a trade ofl' th<l(,gh: ll><o accnrac~ of the border pixels 1; alwa~s .ubstamially lower, .00 as {he 
,calc incre""". more pixel. are bonier pix,I •. At or"'" poiot, (nc bcnd,t uf inore",ing th" accur.cy 
of"'m~ pixel,,, off.",t by ,,><o,eo,ing tlie numkr ol'plXel, tor whIch tr.. hi'togmm i, ambiguous. In 
the ({Om, thi' occulTed tor a neighbourhood ,ito ofktw,en 25 a"d 3() pixel,. a, ,hown in )'iglll'e 7.5. 
Figur, 7,~ ,hu,,".' an example of llIC ;;cgmcmmion at ,cales of 10, 25 anci45 pixel" 
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Fig"re 7,5: The effect ofv",)'jn~ ,oak On accuracy_ hch grour of bar.' corro'f>D"d< (". v. I"" u",d 
lor size af the neighbourhood in c.lculating "",al hl'togram" In each gmup, the firSt three bar 'ro 
a""urac), f"f (he wh"le lmage, the secand tiu-"" IDr the homogen"", re~iom and the third lot of three 
for border ro!!."~l 
rwo I.klling approache, ,,:ere tried u'in~ multiple hi'towam, per cia.>' to improve accuracy al cia" 
border.;, The fi"'t use, multir"e repro"'llla~i,'. hi_'logram> Ie.- eoch clas" which ,hould capture l"e 
apP<"'rano" or u,,-, "Ia" al Ihe edg-e>;, Thi, al,a helps ,al"e 'he problem ofio"al histogram, that are 
cia" ou,liers. by modelling local hj''''gram, for th" clas, rather ,han the hi'to~ram of.ll pollle, in 'he 
,",t o.U, (h" ",-",olld aJgoIllhm a\lempls la madel tho feature "cOlors of pLxcls on cia" ooundmies 
by creating linear comb illation' of each rair of "1 .. ,,,-,, .nd u'in~ these a, .ddi,ional cI .. ,,", rh",,, 
I.' genorally • 'mall impra"el1"'''t in accurac'y for botti tochlllques. lhau~h rmbe r ,mall m erall, they 
do make. differellce jn jllLa!!.<:-' which are IK~ wdl ,.plu",d u,illg 0,,1)' OlIO 1".'10\5'1"" poT "I,.", Tho 
mul~i-modal app:oach increases a,",urocy mainly f,", b,"nogenLlu, pixel" parti"ubrly when the texture 
beillg de,cribed " varYlLlg ill .ppca,",,:;~_ hOT the ,""ulld ,,>:;~hod, ~he a"cLl.-.cy I,·" OOTu::r pixel, 
In ino"a""d However accuracy in ttie ham,)gellou, regiun., call ,utler wtien u,ing thi' modellillg 
lechn;'lue, "' outlYLII~ do:;,,,,ipt0" r,>r a c1." ,all be more "llLil.T ~o • m,x of lh" ","re" cl." .nd 
anou,.r das, than to the d.,cflp!or from the correct cia"" 
The u;.e of ~Ioba l optimi'cl' !{)n i, 'he farlll of ~,.ar"l cm, ,;how> give, an improvemellt III Ihe ,eg-
m"L1u,~ion_ Thl> is ,>:;h,,"ed by aI~,"hlllg a "osl W pl<iro ,,], lallels .Iong wiUl a "0'" "I' ."i~",ing a 
lobel to each, Ow,"11 the lmpro,ement III "ccuracy i, abour 'J - lO~t Thi. is achie, ed br~ely by 
reducing err"" ill ,mall .cc:!.> m U", lIlL.~'" wh",h d" nul mm"h 'U1Y cl." "ell, "h"", the hkelihoOl:h 
of each cia .. , may be 'imilar. TillS Can le.d ro el'mneou.; labellin~, oot by attactiing a cast to ,mall 
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CHAI'TIiIl 7_ TIiSTlNG AND IIIiSUITS 
('J &>Ic 1U pixc", (b) ""I, 21 ~"'''I' 
Fi~uro 7,6: Example, of Mosaic SegmelltalLOn< at d!ll"r~nt seale, AI ,mall sealo<, the 'legmomOliL'" 
is [ragm<onlod "' cacb 1""01 hi'to~ram is not an accurato .ompk of the wilolo cioss and tilore are 
many nullicr rosiom;. A, II", ,ca1o pm1lmotor incrcm'e,. the .0~mcrtLaliL'H.l 1x'C""''''' ,mo()lilor a. oach 
lleighbourhood beltO' matche< II", class InL>de1 hi..,togram 
r'1!ion, the cheap:.,,1 cUi i, 10 ,mootil out the s.e~lI>;:nwtion and il):';ludo tllCm in the lar~or r~gi""', The 
""cond graph cut aig,"'ilhm abo jndLJ<k, edgo in[ofHlatio" which help' tLl refJnc the labelling at [he 
cl." OOu11d.rie, .11d improvo .ccurac), iurlh"r. The impwvcmcrtl can be dramalic III "){l10 im"!;e,, as 
dem0ustrated by thc "",ult, ,hLlwn in Figure 7_" where thc ,,,,,,o<t ,"'lghbLlur labelling j, I~"'r, witb 
Ilhlny ,mall l,,!;ions, whl10 tho .'<aph cut 11b"lIill!; con-octly assigns .Imost alilho !Xli11!>, 
11", border accuracy ()f tile b~lling alguritilm, is compared to tho ""CUl1lCY of tile border d~tectKm 
alg,lri[hm.. in Figure 7 ~ _ Thi' give, t:", F·"",,,,uro for tl'" proci,ior"'rec.ll cu,,'e, of {I", wriou. melh· 
od" TIle lab"lIing algonthms du not have a tilr<>sbold pmrune~, to vary In'tead, tbe lleigb!>ourbood 
,iO'e i, varied to creatc. P/I( cu"'" l()r tho labelling algorilhm_ f'acb labelled imagc i, convertod 
tu a wunda,y map, using tile bouJld. ries b"twe~n classes as Mge" wluch i, th~n used ill tl'" pr-"Ci-
'1011irc'Call cakulalion" 
TIle "I~oritilm tilat moot accurately detect, odge"" or !>orden< accordin~ lO lhe avora!;e F -me""ure metri" 
i, [ho " .. "pan,iL)(' algLl<'iilim with graph cut edgc "ofinc",,,nt (U)_ The neare,t ncighbour labellillg 
algorithm' (Ll.L2I) ""rtorm os well a, th~ nOl1-l11"XlmO SUPIJIe"lG11 ~dge dete'Clion al!;oritl"",; (El· 
":4). ",ilh the 1(/'1'1' ToxlOl'" I.belling dL-Hng bo", and tho lUP edgc detectioll givillg the bc,,{ ,e,ul" of 
that s~t, TI", "tl",r [WI) filt~" b"",, triM did rciatlYciy 1',~"ly_ 
TIle improvoo [1<'rfufma11c~ of the !;l'llpll cuI based algoTl{hm i, dL>C tLl the con.train!.> place'<l upt)(\ 
(he lo"atiLln of rllC edg~ by the graph cut frrunewml, The non·maxima ,uppr~"lOn approach only 
choos"; wilethor a parlicul.r pixel" .n edlo'C or nOlo It doc, 1.,t lako i nt<) ",count tho o~ a, • whole, 
or Cll'Ure that {b" edge i, cOlltinuou" Viith the "'~lling approocil, tile ~dg<>s divide regiOll', .00 50 
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7,1 flRODAiZALI!I}M ,\1OSAICS 
Figure 7, 7 11I~lTovw"n~ 10 So~monl"~i('" Ihrough lhe u"",, of Graph Cut based algori~bm" 
arc ""ntinu(~". b.ll no edge infornCUlion is ",c-d o~plic,dy "",I "g"in ",Iy lhe co,1 of assigning a tal",1 
10 euch pixel is c(.,s"krod, 
Tl., g'apb cu~ "Igorilhm' "re ,mposing a cos! on !he edge, rq)'-e,en[ed by II" cul_ The cosl of!l,. cut 
is higber for jagged bmJcr':<, '" "".-e gr"ph edge, will h""e!o l>e iocluded in tbe cut Th" Crcalc, 
.,,,"x~b rogl<m, in I"hollmg "nd .<lge O::lc-c{jon, ",hich general1)' lea'" lo bel~"T TC \UltS, The firs! graph 
cut algori!h", is only uSing I).: no",c>! nelghb<." lobelling dalO in the cut. The >cC,"lU perfllfi'" much 
tx'tter 1"'",Lus" 11" ",'lfig rho lobelling dolO klI1led from lhe [{ai,ung images and Iho edgo ,",ta from 
lhe image, TIle bC<.lnJorie' Jc!eCled by ~he lkm l~",m" "Uf'PC,,"SI<ln "nd the grapb cut mdhod., arc 
sbov,n in h8uTe 'i _'! , wh",h ,lem(~1Sm!e' rhe impr""c-d I",rfornlance of [lie gr apb cui "1Ll))< , h, 
The ",'crall Te,ul~, j'(,.- lile ErcxloiZ Mosaic, ,lll~" tb.a! di,,,ibutilm of ll~,-Ie .. d (C,lure f"OlUre" he 
IOCY textcm or LIIP" "orked be~ 1'01' Ibe,o ]mogo" I'catures hke SIFT and Illobw(>rld Je'"HI,,: d" 
[C"lu'o 11I such" ,,"y (hat i, n("( 'um~ieml)' differcJL[i.di n~ 1)L~"ee[l d""c, or d""s n,'" ,h",," enough 
Slonilarily belween ""emhe" oj' U.: ",m" cl,,,, r"'f ,occe"iul segmentali"n, wluch leoo' to pmror 
PCTrOr""",,:e "I' lhe," olgorilhms, ,\"o!her rea'on "'a y bc [bal ,"ymg ~bo ",,,10 01 '" hleh the deorriplor 
i< c.kuloMI d"", n,~ mecca," ello ",'Cu"",y of the da,_,ihor, but rMho,. gi"c' different ,bmpwr> fe'T 
member> of II" '.LH", cia" t><:c,w,o (hfferen! scales are ,eleece<!, again to [lie detrimenl of ",'er;,1] 
,,,,cu,,,cy, AI"". ,cale ']lOCe in SlFf i, Jc,igned!" he used a~ "j'c'~~urc poin,,' in U" imoge, "'tiler Ihon 
al ~li p(': n". wbich ".:"n, lballhe ,""Ie ""Iue ot most point' in the image L, nO{ reilable_ The di,,-,,~ 
m(xieliing "pproach of a Gall>,ian Mixmrc Model i, ~l,o [ll~ ~, ,uccessf ul '" lhe indirccl "I'P,,",eh of 
fir" transfoTmmg!l., pLduce m!<l" l"belloJ "''''ge v,ith e"eh lat>el repre,erning a p"'''~ular lo,,--bd 
p<>llern, ond then finding dblributicm oftlle,e patte!n, inlhe lal"'lled image 10 me rOT ,egmenlotion 
1bc choi~e or 1"",·levei pallern i. Jkl~ '" 'igniilC'<nI, with im.ge pm,h !extOl!<. LEP, and RIW [,Itcr 
bank ~o'lollS "II pToo",cing good rcsul!<, Tile mo,t i"~)0l1ant part of U", algorilbm i, ",bother llic 
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CHAF'ITR 7. TESTING A!,'U NL'8ULTS 
Fi~urc 7 X Tho ayc"'ge F-mea,,,,_ fOl boundar! <Iel.ction tor the Bl(l(lutl Album Ylo,ale. d~ta ,ct. 
For label, 'ee Ixllt()rn n>w ()[ Figure 7 I 
"gment'~ion i, optimal only tor eoch pixel, oj' globally as with gr"ph cut,. U,ing both "Ige alxl r~ioll 
Ll1f()rrnali()n II~' aho pTo>ed '" rnako a Slgniiicdl1l d,neTcl1co, an<! :1", gl'n tt,e be" pcTI(mnanco 01 
alL 
7.2 Herkele}' Nalurallmage~ 
Tile be't I)e,f()rrning of the alglltitbrm from the previous te,ts Were appli_d to the B"~_ley Namlal 
hnageo data sel, Th" data con,,", 01"200 Tramil1g Imago" and 100 To,\ hndgos, TTaming 01" Ille 
algori(llrn, i, do"e lH' the tIm se<, arid ClCeulxy re,ults at'<: gerle.mted by applying the train,,1 da"itiers 
to the ,econd ,n 11" da,,,lier ,hould I:>c"" unl\'o"al "-' p")~"bk and I:>c dpplicablo (0 a wide range 
or" "'!lllral image,_ '111" li.l of algorithms tried i, ,hown i" FigUJ'e 7.2 , 
-11'0 main dineTe"ce betweell alg()rithm;; in this data ,Of atxl tlloo_ in the Bnxlarl <lara set is that these 
image, are ,'olou)' in ... go", and I:>ccau,o IIlcy ~,e lIf "a[UTJI ,ccne" eClCh ]'egi()n lI:' the ,mage do;)e, nl" 
neco"",iI)' he,'e SlgnlEkaml y <liffe1'lng texm", !>.Iany area, ,'an best be (bClibW '" fl.t ,'olou)' with 
DQi,,_ rather th"l1 coh" !cXIU)'e, Thi, mcall' lilal c"IL'llr oosed me"-,UTCS :!te IInl"<ta"t, ~"d We]'c u,ed 
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72 I!hRKl:TEl' : ... 'ATURAL /.\fAGES 
.1 
hgure 7,9: Edge Detection re,ult' for di ffer~nl algorithm, on HTod"I', .'\ Ihum M ",ale. 
as well a, (graysc"le) texture melood, . .'\ comhin"lI!ln 01' le'IUI~ and colour wa, a!so used, such a, 
tnlons w'lh the culour "alue, at 0 I'ixd al'p~nd<;J I" III<; Ii Ilcr rc'pouses, Of Ihe Blobworld de,criptor 
which "['rend, lh~ colo", Lll fnnn.rlli[)n 10 ib Ihree tnlure m~",ures, 
The v~lidil.}' oj' Ihc a,:"ur"cy "",,,,,urement, of the ,'a""IL' olg"mh,m" b",ed 0" ell<; ,·"Iidily "I.' Ih~ 
ground I.-ulh I h~ HHXi:.tZ l",'g'" are ",,,,aLCS of ,e"l [nlu'" image.,_ and lhu.' lhc,-~ i., "cll ddincJ 
ground lrulh Thc lkrkcky l\aluwl image., a,e JI(){ C(){lSli'uCI,d, so the gn)Und lrulh i, ,uhj,'cti'·~. 
Mullipk "-",,lnd lruth ,egmem;l1L"''-c" done by u.'-''' drawing ~J,,-c. w~,-~ I"lnsfo(m"d mlo a region 
lal",lling, ,,"d I"cd inSle"d of ooJectiv. dota, What comillul,', an ~J,,-~, '" con,'crody wh"l group' 
Ore I"'m<'g~nou, enough to be con"Mr~d a .. egictn, " di Ik'-~nl I'or c",-h pc"on, The agreement of the 
rC.'I<I,-, with ~""h grmuld mllh lol",lling i, comp","J "'Ih Ihc "p'c"menl of Ihe labelling' wilh eoch 
olher, Tl", de,Jred oUlput of al' algorilhm "p"ratmg on Ih" dala set. rathe, tiran IOD% occurocy, j, an 
algorilhm which proouo" .-"ull, wi I.h lir~ "'m~ kyd of agreement with Iht human lah<1l ing.' a, lhe 
hu",an labelling, ha,'e with ~och (~h~,-
I--igurc 710 show, the re"ults of running lh, "ario", algo<ilhm' on the imoge, in Ihi' dma ",t me"-
,urcd hy Ilw LeE melric comp~red to the J {'Ii m.:"",,'~m~nl b~lw~en Ihe human segn",nuion" 11,. 
''''Ion ""''''pie, ha"e severalre,ulLS, Tirc li,,1 i., the nc""~sl ncigl,bo", re,ult. wh,ch eluste .. , the lex-
ton dislribulions using k-m'~n" The ,ccond i ndu{b Ixmkr m<Jddling u,ing linear combinat,oJ'" of 
hiotogn,m.,. 11", third applie, the I>()"proc~"ing slcp fro", the Blobworld framework, whLch con-
,i ,I.< 01' a connected-component; .lgnnlh m ~nd • h()Td~r ,-din~m~nl "lgmill,m. The fourth ,e,ult u,e" 
lhe gUlph cub ba,ed un,upe]'\,i.,ed "-~'p~n,i(K1 "Igo<ilhm to .'egment the im"ge, which also ha, a 
'''mnc,tC{i-component'tep, 
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CIIAPIER 7. TJ-<SJ'lNG Mil) NESULTS 
figure 7.10: The average Local ('<nuparison Enor bt.'tween the result, and !he ground n-uth fC>f natu,""1 
image" The fl,.,t bar:, t'"' bcndm",k (LC~; hctween human ,egmema!iorc'J. ~'o< lahcl> see ,econd 
from OOillllll row of Figure " ,2 , 
The ed~e deteelion re,ule, ~rc ,Il<lwn ]11 Fi~u", 7.1 I , ,"gail1, the avo,"!;" F-measuro calc"latcd from 
the preci,ion/recall measurement, be,wecn human 'eo:mentalion, of the same image i, used a, the 
benchm"" and i, the f,m re,ull from the lell in the gra[>h A, wilh tl'" HH.>d:.ilz re,ul!>_ the edge 
detection algC>fithm, m'e compared with the edge lktected by the labelling algOlithms, including the 
~r,,[>h cut, al~orithrn' 
rhe LeE ,o,ul" fm tho IJI:"'llin~ al~,"ithJI);; mea,ured sl"", lhal the ncare,t ne,ghl""" ",,,,Its aro lho 
W[lI"St for each des.cripror. The ccKlnecteJ-eOml}OI",nt algornhm clearly make, • large difference to 
tho LeE lnca,,,ro. n,i, !;ive, a ,egrll<,llIation wh,ch may l1<ll ,oem c()nect t() all human ob,orver;. a, 
object' of tile =e type (li~e a group ofbears, lil< instance) will be gIven diffelent label' if they are 
sepumtod in tho irna!;o, -'" kl"~ "' the l-e!;ion, omput by tho e<nlllc",wd-comp<l"ont ~1!;()Cilhrn are I.,.ge 
er",-,gh to rerre"'l11 a reo! object, allJ 001 w ,mall that the LeE mea,ure becOll,,"' u,,"aningless, il i, 
",fu 10 "'Y thm the improvement in mi, mea,ure rOpre""llb an "otual illlpTOvome,,~ in rcrlor"'anoe. 
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72. 1J/iIlKEU';Y ,"'!\TURAL I.J\1AGES 
Figure 7.11' 1'1>:; ave",J,;~ F-me""ure l'or nalural imagei. The firsl bar i, lhe be nchmark (f'-m""-,uTC 
belween hlunan ,egmenl"l","" For I"bel> ",e ,"coM Ii-om bottom row of Figure 7 2. 
The edge JdeelLUll n;.ulls her~ 'how that n", l101l-maxima sllppl'essioo edge de[ecllon aeh le ,-e. I""ICT 
~dge loe"lion than th~ graph cut approach. wbicb L> Ih" urr<"LI" uf (1):; r",ul" acbieveJ in \h~ C<1S~ 
of [he Ilru ,M, d"Lt> se l This is lm,t Iik~ly du~ to U", added complex!ly of border< in aatural im"gcl, 
which are otlen irr.gular and can i>c al any angl<; Tb" borJe" (lbl"illed 1T0m graph cui, tend be 
regular, Ju" IOIh<: "dd"d p<.111llly associaled with Cllttlllg multiple neighbour hnk< which" neceS'ary 
when hocder; ~rc CllLVC(1. Thi, is i>cc~use borde," which "fC OOl"l"n "nglc divi,ible b~ 45 degree. 
w,lI hav~ to CUllml~ neighbour link' p~l' pj~d Thi, penalise, i"egular bor<i:r\, ",hleb """ h",nrcr 
the pcrfonnanoe of waph Cul, in ><:gmen lin g ""'UTal imag~,. The llOn-ln"xima ,uppr~"ion algorithm 
"llllS to ,uPP[~" pix~l. near Ih~ maximulll only in the d,rect,on ofdlC edge and call bandk ""y eJg" 
direction. TIle Sl'aph cu[ algor,Uun '" f"cl pcrfO<In, worse than n,,"rc,( neighbour algorithm' in edg~ 
d"'"cli un, 
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66 CHAPTER 7. TESTING AND RESULTS 
In terms of descriptors, the best performing algorithms are those that use colour, or colour with tex-
ture. Overall, the lowest LeE is achieved by the colour texton with graph cut based segmentation 
(L6), and the best edges were detected by the combination colour and texton gradient non-maxima 
suppression algorithm (ES). Several other algorithms based on colour achieved similar performance. 
Image patches are the next best descriptor for labelling, also using the graph cut based segmenta-
tion. The colour textons is the second best performing algorithm for edge detection. The Blobworld 
descriptor, which uses colour and texture, also performs well. 
The texture measures (L7-Lll,E2-E3), which use only a grayscale version of the image, perform 
poorly in comparison to the colour based descriptor, suggesting that the natural images in this data 
set, which are of large scale scenes rather than close ups of distinctly textured surfaces like images in 
the Brodatz album, do not contain sufficient texture information to easily distinguish between objects 
in the image based on texture. In fact, it would seem that it is a hindrance to segmentation rather 
than a helpful feature as the combination of texture and colour features used by the texton algorithm 
produced results worse than those produced using just colour information. The Blobworld descriptor, 
which combines high level texture measures like contrast with raw colour, produces label results 
which are no more accurate than the colour textons, suggesting that the texture information is not 
adding much new information. 
Overall, the results show that in images of natural scenes, colour as a feature is the best descriptor. 
It is important to note that the colour as used by these algorithms is not just the colour at each pixel, 
but rather describes the distribution of colours in a neighbourhood like the standard filter bank texton 
algorithm does with filter responses. This means that patterns in the colour, or colour texture, is really 
what is being described by colour textons. Thus texture information is still be used, but using colour 
rather than only grayscale texture, which does not have sufficient descriptive and differentiating power 
in this context. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions 
The aim of this work is to investigate methods for modelling and describing texture in images for the 
purpose of segmentation. Several paradigms of texture measures were reviewed and implemented. 
Several segmentation algorithms were tried so as to best use the description of the texture. The 
algorithms were applied to two data sets. The first is a set of mosaics of images from the Brodatz 
photographic album of textured surfaces. The second consists of images on natural and human scenes 
with several types of objects and backgrounds in each image which can be differentiated by texture 
and colour. 
The results suggest that texture is best modelled by a two stage descriptor like textons. The descriptor 
first detects low level patterns in the image and produces a new image which has label for each pixel 
representing the pattern present in the neighbourhood of that point. The description is then based on 
the distribution of these labels in the neighbourhood. The alternative is to model the texture based on 
the raw image data or the responses to a bank of filters. 
The best primary descriptor for grayscale images is the Ring/Wedge filter bank, while for colour 
image smoothed pixel colour or local image patches are best. The best method is best for calculating 
the textons. The best method for calculating the texton histogram is to calculate the average histogram 
for the whole class and model the interaction between different classes at the borders. 
The effect of the two stage process is to transform the original image, with many possible gray-levels 
or colour value, into an image with fewer possible values for each pixel and which can be described 
by a simple distribution. In terms of the original description, the distributi!=,n of labels is adaptive 
histogram in the original feature space. This method improves the performance of the underlying 
descriptor because the same low-level patterns can occur in both classes, as long as the distribution of 
these patterns is different. 
67 
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68 CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS 
The underlying descriptor is less important, and several that were implemented have similar results 
in many respects. Of particular interest are local binary patterns and image patches, which use only 
the immediate neighbours of a pixel as a descriptor. These suggest that very small scale patterns 
are responsible for low-level texture patterns, and that the large support of typical filter banks are 
unnecessary. This is demonstrated well by the colour textons, which use only the colour at each pixel 
as the input to the texton algorithm, and accurately describes the textural appearance of an object. 
A problem with current texture methods has been the distribution of textons or similar low-level 
patterns near the boundary of two regions. The results show that accuracy can be improved by using 
multiple histograms to represent each class. Some of these histograms will then explicitly model those 
parts of a class that overlap with other classes. Equally important in obtaining accurate segmentation 
results is the use of a segmentation algorithm that penalises fractured labellings by associating a 
cost with neighbouring pixels that are labelled differently. Region and edge texture information are 
both important, and they should be used together obtain the best texture segmentation results. The 
best supervised segmentation methods are the graph cut a-expansion methods, especially those that 
include edge refinement. For unsupervised segmentation, unsupervised a-expansion is best for pixel 
labelling, and Non-maxima suppression is best for edge detection. 
8.1 Future Work 
3D textons were mentioned in Section 2.2.4. In multi-view applications, and images like those in the 
Berkeley Natural Images data set, the assumption that the surface normal is facing the camera and 
constant will not always hold. Further work in texture measures should investigate what measures are 
best at describing texture when the surface normal changes. 
In a more general work, work needs to be done on using 3D geometrical information with texture 
measures by rectifying the texture so that it appears as it would if viewed face on. 
The individual pixel intensity values in a textured image do not follow a deterministic pattern, and 
the randomness appears to be more than Gaussian noise. Further work should investigate models like 
Markov Random Fields for the probability of the intensity of a pixel taking on a certain value. 
The graph cut methods proved successful, but more work is needed to properly integrate region and 
edge information into the graph cut framework so as to achieve smooth regions and precisely located 
edges. 
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